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1. Institutional framework
This document is the result of the research performed under task 4.1 of the
collaborative project "Pathways for carbon transitions (PACT)", funded by the
Seventh Framework Programme of the European Union (G.A. n° 225503). This
task is part of workpackage 4 "Transition towards post-carbon societies". The
project as a whole aims at outlining what a sustainable post-carbon society would
look like and how we could reach it within the next 50 years. Workpackage 4
deals with this latter aspect, i.e., transition towards post-carbon society. WP4 is
subdivided into three tasks:
•
"Driving socio-economic forces and actors, acceptability, heritage, policies";
•
•

"Risks and governance in the transition process towards post- carbon
societies";
"Young people's human capital and social capital in a post- carbon social life".

The general objective of task 4.1 is to understand the role of inertia forces,
time lags for changes and ruptures, actors’ behaviours, driving forces, in the
transition process towards post carbon society. The task will also provide input to
the scenario-building activities planned under Workpackage 6 and to the revision
of VLEEM and POLES models that will be conducted in Workpackage 5.
Laboratory of Citizenship Sciences (LSC) is responsible for task 4.1. (and
leader of workpackage 4).
Research conducted by LSC focused specifically on the study of the societal
dynamics of energy transition, starting with the analysis of a group of
experiences in Europe oriented towards eco-sustainability which, by virtue of
certain specific characteristics, include significant anticipatory elements of the
post-carbon society (see chap. 2).
Research results have enabled us to develop a model – called "Sociological
Predictive Operational Model on Energy Transition" (SPROMET) – which
provides a sociological interpretation of energy transition, which can be used to
construct scenarios and review VLEEMS and POLES models.
This research report therefore incorporates two different deliverables:
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–

Deliverable DI4.1.2 – Report on the role of inertia forces, time lags for
changes and ruptures, actors behaviours, driving forces in the transition
process (first part, chap. 3, and the entire second part);
– Deliverables DI4.1.3 – Inputs for VLEEM and POLES models coming
from the previous analysis (first part, chap. 4).
The report was written by Giovanni Caiati, Luciano d’Andrea, and Marco
Montefalcone, with the scientific support of Gabriele Quinti and other researchers
and experts.

2. Description of the research report
The report is divided into two parts, each organised in two sections.
The first part of the report is devoted to the presentation of the research
approach and main findings.
As well as describing the institutional framework of the research and the
structure of the report (Chapter 1), first section also gives an account of the main
theoretical components used, methodological approaches adopted and the
activities conducted during the research (Chapter 2).
The second section presents the most important results achieved, organised in
a sociological predictive and operational model of energy transition, called
SPROMET (Chapter 3), and some suggestions (Chapter 4) on the way it can be
used in conjunction with inputs from the first three WPs of the PACT project
(aimed at providing information on the evolution of urban structure and land use,
environmentally sustainable technologies and life-styles).
The second part of the report details the two societal processes represented
by the two key variables on which the SPROMET model is built.
The third section describes the constitutive factors of the first of the two
processes - the Technological Societal Process - divided into enablers, namely
those that promote energy transition (Chapter 5) and obstacles, those that tend to
hamper it (Chapter 6).
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The fourth section concentrates on the constitutive factors of the second of
the two processes – the Political Societal Process – distinguishing in this case,
too, between enablers (Chapter 7) and obstacles (Chapter 8).
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1. The theoretical approach
Research performed by LSC under WP4 PACT Project on the anticipatory
experiences of energy transition made use of a number of theoretical
contributions, mostly sociological, but also from other disciplines. Some of them
were independently developed by LSC during the project or as part of research
done in the past by the institution.
Different theoretical steps characterising the research are described
systematically in the second section of this report, dedicated to the presentation of
an interpretative model of energy transition. In this chapter, therefore, rather than
going into the theoretical approaches used, we shall try to give an account of
their origin, with reference to scientific literature, so as to allow further
investigation.
In particular, we will focus on what might be called the major theoretical
articulations of the interpretative model used, namely the concepts of:
–
–
–
–
–

energy transition;
anticipation;
energy transition regimes;
agency and social structure;
social capital;

–
–

vectors of change;
societal processes.

1.1. Energy transition
In the research, it was decided to use the term "energy transition" rather than
other possible expressions (for example, "energy revolution" used mainly in
political contexts) to refer to the gradual transition from societies based
prevalently on the use of fossil fuels (oil, coal, natural gas) and societies based
prevalently on the use of renewable energy (wind, solar, etc.) and oriented
towards energy saving.
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1.2. The notion of anticipation
Research was based on the identification of a series of "anticipatory
experiences" of energy transition, having peculiar characteristics compared to
other eco-sustainable energy initiatives.
By virtue of these characteristics, from the anticipatory experiences we were
able to infer the main features that characterise or may characterise energy
transition as a whole.
The concept of "anticipatory experience" is not to be understood generically
but refers to the theories of "anticipatory systems", developed in particular by
Rosen (1985, 1991) in the sphere of biology and developed, in the social context,
especially by Nadin (1998, 2003). These theories, based on scientific evidence,
maintain that living systems (from individual organisms to collective
organisations) contain, albeit in different forms, biological and social mechanisms
that can "anticipate” changes that actually occur (either in the micro-environment
or in wider and more articulated areas of social life).
The presence of these "anticipatory systems" allows them to organise actions
not only in "reactive" terms (reacting, that is, to a situation involving them) but
also in "predictive" terms (anticipating, that is, the same situation and adopting an
internal organisation or a plan of action before this situation occurs, modifying it
in advance, at least in part).
In this perspective, anticipatory experiences are to be actually viewed as cases
where the involved actors, interacting each other, anticipate situations and
processes which will be likely typical of energy transition as a whole.
1.3. Energy transition regimes
In the proposed model, three energy transition regimes are identified: energy
production and distribution regime; individual consumption regime; collective
consumption regime.
The concept of "regime" comes from the theories of "risk regimes" put
forward, in particular, by Goudsblom (1993) and developed - especially in
relation to social and environmental risks - by De Swaan (1988), Quinti (1993),
and Quaranta and d'Andrea (1996).
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In this theory, regimes can be defined as relatively stable social forms,
oriented towards turning potential "dangers" (i.e. threats partially or totally out of
control, both cognitively and operationally) into "risks" (that is threats that can be
managed and placed under relative control), by anticipating and reacting to them.
After exceeding a certain threshold of efficiency and capacity, regimes can
become "proactive”, not merely managing the risks but generating new
opportunities for development (social, economic, political, etc.).
In this context, energy transition regimes can be identified as more or less
stable clusters of individual and collective actors, institutional or not, that can
develop plans of action, activate social norms and standards and mobilise
resources to encourage, manage, anticipate or direct the dynamics associated with
energy transition.
1.4. Agency and social structure
Structure and agency are basic concepts of sociology. The first refers to
bounds of social nature (behavioural patterns, norms, social rules, organisational
procedures, dominant social representations, etc.) which channel and condition
individuals (both in cognitive and operational terms), while the second concerns
the orientation of individuals and organisations towards action, which is
manifested in intentionality, plans, lifestyles or forms of social mobilisation.
Of particular importance is the evolution of the relations between structure
and agency, examined in particular by Quaranta (1985), Giddens (1991), Beck
(1992) and Archer (1995, 2008), especially the transition from "modern society"
to the so-called "post-modern society".
At the heart of this transition there is a gradual reversal in the relative
strengths of structure and agency, producing a progressive weakening of social
structures and a parallel overall strengthening of agency. This process would
explain, firstly, the crisis or profound transformations that are simultaneously
affecting all the political, scientific, ethical, economic and cultural institutions of
contemporary society, and, secondly, the increasing autonomy people have in
choices and action, either as individuals or in organisations.
The results of this reversal may be seen in such phenomena as the increased
uncertainty that characterises the lives of individuals, the increasing predominance
of horizontal relational networks over hierarchical relationships, the fragmentation
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of lifestyles, the increased social segmentation or the acceleration of all social
dynamics (institutional, technological, economic or organisational).
1.5. Social capital
Social capital theories, developed by different authors such as Granovetter (1973),
Bourdieu (1986), Putnam (1994) and Coleman (1990), while differing widely, all
tend to highlight – in the framework of an inversion of power relationships
between structure and agency - the importance of trust-based interpersonal
relationships and, more generally, social networks, in promoting social
cohesion, fostering economic development and managing crisis situations.
Using further theoretical developments (d'Andrea, Declich, 1999; Quaranta,
Quinti, 2005) this research refers to social capital primarily as a factor for the
integration of social structure and agency in a given social context. The
capacity of social networks to promote this integration, as well as trust, is also
linked to increased cognitive capital, namely the overall increase in society of
people able to produce knowledge and information and exchange it within social
networks.
1.6. Vectors of change
During research, the relationships between energy transition and largescale social and cultural transformation trends have been explored. They are
also to be seen as causal factors or as expressions of the transition from modernity
to post-modernity.
In the context of the research, these trends were operationalised by adopting
the concept of "vector of change" to examine the fundamental characteristics
(directionality and intensity) and facilitate understanding as transitional processes,
focusing on transition from a state characterised by the dominance of certain
characteristics to another in which other characteristics are dominant (Quaranta,
d’Andrea, 1999).
Five vectors of change are examined in the research, on which a great amount
of literature has been written. We will, therefore, indicate only the theoretical
references that most influenced the theoretical approach of this research.
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–

–

–

–

–

The political institutional vector refers to the transition from forms of
government centred on state structures to forms of governance which
include a variety of non-state, national and international actors, involving
increasing interaction, often unregulated, between different political and
administrative levels (local, national and transnational). As regards to this
vector, we can mention, in particular, Quaranta (1985, 1993), Burns and
Anderson (1999), Montefalcone (1993) and Mezzana (2002).
The anthropological vector concerns the transformation of some basic
anthropological structures, such as those regarding the composition of
human societies in ethnic, cultural or religious terms due to migration
processes (Marta, D'Arca, 1995; Montefalcone, 2002; Costantini, Marta
Montefalcone, 2008), changes in the demographic structure of the
population (Vallin, 2004) or gender relations (Cacace 2004). In all these
cases, we find a typical transition process that is incipient or has already
taken place (for example, from high to low birth and mortality rates in the
case of demographic transition, or from a single to a multicultural,
religious or ethnic society, in the case of migration).
The social vector regards changes in the dynamics of social inclusion and
exclusion (Quinti, 1993; Declich, Taurelli, 1999, and Quaranta and Quinti,
2005), manifested, for example, in the weakening of traditional systems of
social cohesion and strengthening of other mechanisms, the emergence of
new forms of poverty and diminished importance of those typical of
modernity or the loss of sustainability in the welfare system, dependent
solely on state structures, and the emergence of new non-state forms of
social risk management.
The science and technology vector can be found in the changed
relationship between science and society and the profound change in
scientific research production methods (Quaranta, 1984, 2007, Latour
1987, Ziman, 2000; Nowotny, 2001; d'Andrea, 2009; Bijker, d'Andrea,
2009). Again, the vector identifies a transition process, which is divided, in
turn, in many elements (from research involving just one discipline to
transdisciplinary research; from mainly curiosity-driven research to
problem-driven research; from a rigid separation between science and
society to co-evolutionary forms in which science and society interact on
different levels, etc.).
The globalisation of knowledge vector, emerging from different trends of
a global dimension (d'Andrea, Quaranta, Quinti, 2000; Cacace, 2003),
defines a transition from a system where local knowledge is separate from
global knowledge to immediate interaction between the two levels, helped
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by an exponential increase in the production, collection, processing, access
and exchange of knowledge at global level, thanks especially to the
opportunities offered by ICTs.
1.7. Societal process
Energy transition is understood, in the proposed model, as a “societal
process”.
That energy transition is a process by nature can be seen in the fact that it is
not the mere result of intentional actions but the product of the interaction of
multiple intended and unintended elements, partly attributable to action plans, but,
in part, directly attributable to the cognitive level (representations, emotions,
stereotypes, etc.).
The term “societal” has been used to highlight, in as precise and objective
way as possible, the close relationship between energy transition and society as a
whole and its deeper structures. This term has been preferred to “social” which is
often used with ethical meanings or prescriptive intent, as in expressions like
"social responsibility" or "social orientation". This distinction is also widely used
in sociology (see, for example, Vermeer, 2006) and other social disciplines (see
Levy, Lussault, 2003).
As will be seen below, within energy transition two components will be
identified, represented respectively by the Technological Societal Process and
the Political Societal Process.

2. The methodological approach
The research used a general methodological approach typical of the sociology
of knowledge, which is expressed in three basic methodological choices:
– The choice of using, as an empirical basis, existing knowledge, produced
by researchers or held by energy transition stakeholders, already available
or obtainable through direct consultation with them;
–

The decision to include in this empirical basis not only information on
operational phenomena (events, facts, or actions of any kind), but also
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data on cognitive phenomena, expressions of the orientations and intent
of energy transition actors;
– The decision to recognise the same heuristic importance to all the
phenomena identified, regardless of whether they have been identified
through quantitative or qualitative information or whether they are
operational or cognitive phenomena.
Within this general approach, the information gathered was compiled, as
necessary, using a variety of methodological approaches and processing
techniques, especially:
– set theory (to build clusters of homogenous phenomena in terms of
fundamental characteristics);
– graph theory (to identify connections between phenomena or phenomena
clusters);
– semantics (to manage findings of a linguistic nature, through semantic
condensation processes or the construction of separate semantic fields);
–

systems theory (especially to isolate the different components of the
phenomena and processes analysed and to detect any functional
relationships between them);
– analogical use of concepts drawn from vector theory (to examine
phenomena and processes having directionality and intensity).
As regards the sources of information used, they were of two types:
–

documentary sources, of different degrees of formalisation (scientific
literature, projects, position papers, articles, websites, blogs, policy
planning documents, statistical reports, research reports, etc.);

–

live sources (the scientific community, policy makers, experts and
professionals, key persons and stakeholders, etc.), consulted through indepth interviews.

Finally, technical tools of two types were used:
–

a computerised grid to analyse documentation on initiatives oriented
towards eco-sustainable energy;

–

a grid to carry out the in-depth interviews.
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3. Description of activities
Moving from methodological approaches to activities undertaken, research
as a whole was divided into five phases.
3.1. First phase
The first phase (October 2008 - January 2009) was of a preparatory nature,
aimed at instituting and implementing the operational research plans.
In this phase, the research team conducted a broad review of the literature
available, collected and outlined in the preparatory studies dossier. Based on
this preliminary study, the Operational Research Project was drawn up
(Deliverable 4.1.2).
3.2. Second phase
The second phase (February 2009 - June 2009) was devoted to the
identification of about 270 eco-sustainable energy initiatives, defined "emerging
experiences” (see chap. 3). They were identified through:
– Expert advice;
– Sending a "call for experiences" (with attached form) to 800 addresses
selected from the PACT (WP7) mailing list, which contains a list of those
in Europe who, from several points of view, are currently concerned with
initiatives and policies related to energy transition;
– A web-based survey of case study databases (Concerto, ManagEnergy,
Energie-Cité, CIVITAS, etc.).
For each of the 270 "emerging" experiences, documents and reports were
collected, and then stored in a computerised database. The list of the 270
experience is attached to this report (Annex 1).
3.3. Third phase
Based on the results of the previous phase, a third phase of research was
developed (July 2009 - December 2009), dedicated to the study of the 270
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experiences and functional to the selection, first, of 60 anticipatory experiences,
and then a smaller group of 20 experiences for in-depth study.
Each of the 270 initiatives was therefore analysed on the basis of information
collected and filed applying descriptive parameters (type of project, scope of
action, size, number of people involved, etc.).
Then, using four theoretical and methodological criteria (factualness, social
impact, transparency, systematicity, see chap. 3), the first group of 60
"anticipatory experiences" was identified and then the smaller group of 20
experiences was selected.
The experiences are heterogeneous in size and target area and concern 10
different European countries.
List and short description of the 20 anticipatory experiences
analysed during the research
Name
Barcelona

Country
ES

Area
Urban

BedZED
(London)

UK

Urban

Bo01 (Malmö)

SE

Urban

Copenhagen

DK

Urban

Eko Viikki
(Helsinki)

FI

Urban

Description
The initiative focused on the mandatory
introduction of solar panels for water heating in
new homes. Overall population concerned: 1.5
million people.
BedZED is a small district built according to
environmentally sustainable criteria, impacting
many areas: housing, water, waste, mobility,
production of RE, materials, land use. Overall
population concerned: 220 people.
Built on a former industrial area, this entirely
eco-sustainable district was planned through a
specific "quality programme" procedure, shared
by administrators and builders, which
integrates social, architectural, energy and
environmental aspects. Wind turbines were
introduced, along with low energy standard
housing and district heating. Overall population
concerned: about 1,000 people.
The experience concerned the management of
solid waste, involving three levels: reducing the
volume of waste, recycling and adoption of
different forms of treatment (incineration, cogeneration of energy and heat). Overall
population concerned: 550,000 people.
It is a new district designed for being
ecologically sustainable from different points of
view: production and consumption of energy,
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List and short description of the 20 anticipatory experiences
analysed during the research
Name

Country

Eva-Lanxmeer
(Culemborg)

NL

Hammarby
Sjostad
(Stockholm)

SE

IBA Emscher
Park (Emscher
Region)

DE

Juhnde (Lower
Saxony)

DE

Kalundborg

DK

Kirklees

UK

Area

Description
construction materials, land use, water, waste,
social aspects. Technologies used include: low
energy houses, CHP plant, district heating,
solar panels, and sustainable building materials.
Overall population concerned: about 2,000
people.
Urban
It is a new ecological district of about 250
apartments built through a partnership between
a private foundation and local authorities.
Plants were introduced for the production of
biogas, a district heating system, photovoltaic
and solar thermal panels, passive houses.
Overall population concerned: 250 dwellings.
Urban
The initiative focused on the building a new
eco-sustainable district, by adopting a range of
technologies such as biogas, district heating,
vacuum-based underground collection system,
insulated windows; solar panels, solar cells, fuel
cells. Overall population concerned: about
10,000 people.
Urban and The programme involved several municipalities
rural
in the region through the creation of 100
initiatives concerning areas such as housing
renovation (focusing on energy issues), waste
recycling, reclamation of polluted land, use of
appropriate building materials, treated water
management. Overall population concerned:
2.5 million people.
Rural
The initiative was aimed to change village
energy consumption from fossil fuels to those
derived entirely from renewable sources. To
this end, a biomass plant was built for the cogeneration of electricity and heat, connected to
a district heating network. Overall population
concerned: about 800 people.
Industrial The initiative focused on the implementation of
agreements among industries in the area,
aimed at encouraging the reuse of industrial
waste materials for production, with large
savings in energy use, emissions and costs.
Currently, the experience has led to the
definition of 20 exchange agreements among
firms.
Urban
The experience focused on reducing fuel
poverty, providing support to improve the
energy efficiency of homes and also offering
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List and short description of the 20 anticipatory experiences
analysed during the research
Name

Country

Area

Kristianstad

SE

Urban

Kronsberg
(Hannover)

DE

Urban

La Rochelle

FR

Urban

Lewisham
(London)

UK

Urban

Peccioli (Pisa)

IT

Rural

Samsø

DK

Rural

Varese Ligure
(Spezia)

IT

Rural

Description
additional services (subsidies, home care,
advice on water services, etc.). Overall
population concerned: 401,000 people.
The initiative was aimed at making Kristianstad
Municipality a fossil fuel-free area. The
solutions adopted for this purpose included the
introduction of a vast network of district
heating, biogas production, the adoption of an
ecologically-friendly public transport system
(biogas buses), investment in renewable
energy, especially in the wind sector. Overall
population concerned: 77,000 people.
It is a new eco-sustainable district, based on
the introduction of new technologies for
mobility, energy, waste and water
management. Overall population concerned:
about 15,000 people.
The experience focuses on the introduction of
new organisational and technological solutions
for reducing emissions (car sharing, park and
ride facilities, introduction of car-free days,
etc.). Overall population concerned: 160,000
people.
The programme was aimed at eradicating fuel
poverty from the area, through measures of
energy efficiency and production of energy from
renewable sources in homes. Overall population
concerned: 250,000 people.
The experience focused on the regeneration
and adaptation of a municipal landfill for energy
production, managed by a municipal agency
which includes a considerable number of
shareholders. Overall population concerned:
4,936 people.
The aim of the initiative was to make an island
entirely based on 'renewable energy’.
Technologies used include: wind turbines,
district heating, biomass CHP generators, solar
thermal and thermal insulation of homes.
Overall population concerned: 4,200 people.
The initiative involved the introduction of new
technologies for energy production from
renewable sources (mainly wind energy, but
also solar energy and hydropower). In addition
to these measures, others were introduced,
such as the revival of sustainable agriculture
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List and short description of the 20 anticipatory experiences
analysed during the research
Name

Country

Area

Vauban
(Freiburg)

DE

Urban

Zurich

SW

Urban

Description
and implementation of a home renovation
programme. Overall population concerned:
2,400 people.
The initiative involved the construction of a new
ecological area which, in addition to EE
measures and the production of RE, adopted a
car-free lifestyle. Technologies used include:
passive houses, low energy houses, CHP plant,
district heating, PV panels, solar thermal
panels. Overall population concerned: 5,300
people.
This experience has been active for many
years, aimed at improving urban mobility and
reducing fuel consumption and emissions,
encouraging the use of public transport. Some
of the features of this experience included a
referendum to approve the mobility policies and
a systemic approach to urban management,
through networking involving different
departments. Overall population concerned:
1,600,000 people.

3.4. Fourth phase
In the fourth phase (December 2009 - February 2010), the anticipatory
experiences were studied in depth to identify phenomena related to the
theoretical structure of the project (see paragraph 1).
For each of the experiences, a dossier was drafted containing reports, papers
and essays, case studies and web-based material. The dossiers were analysed indepth by means of a reading computerised grid, which led to the drafting of an
analytical fact sheet for each experience. To integrate the fact sheets, in-depth
interviews were carried out by handing out a semi-structured questionnaire to the
key informants of individual experiences (mainly the promoters). All this led to
the identification of 700 "de facto situations", which after a condensation process
(see chap. 3) were reduced to 249 phenomena, collected in a database (see second
part of the report).
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List of interviews conducted during the research
Name
Soren Hermansen
Mikael Edelstam
Sue Reddington
Phil Webber
Gerd Paffenholz
Ruedi Ott
Michela Marconi
Andreas Delleske
Michael SchwarzeRodrian
Trevor Graham
Renzo Macelloni
Markku Siiskonen
Svenja Koebe
Peter Gibbs
Lennart Erfors
Matthieu Graindorge
Julie B. Svendsen
Marleen Kaptein
Jørgen Christensen
Gerhard Stry-Hipp
Melania Cavelli
Roberto Della Seta
Daniela Belziti
René Kemp
Stellan Fryxell
Cinta Barrachina
Fermín Jiménez

Position
Director, Samsø Energy Academy, Samsø (SE)
Head of environment at Bo01 City of Tomorrow, Malmö (SE)
Headof environmental planning at Stockholm 2004, Hammarby
Waterfront, Stockholm (SE)
Executive Director and Co-Founder of BioRegional, BadZed,
London (UK)
Head of the Energy and Environment Department, Kirklees (UK)
Bioenergiedorf Jühnde, Jühnde (DE)
Head of mobility Planning, Zurich (CH)
Mayor, Varese Ligure, (IT)
Member of “Forum Vauban”, Vauban, Freiburg (DE)
Director, Location Ruhr & Investors Service Business
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3.5. Fifth phase
The fifth and final phase of the research (March-April 2010) involved
carrying out the final research studies and drafting this report.
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SECTION TWO
THE MAIN RESEARCH FINDINGS:
THE SOCIOLOGICAL PREDICTIVE
OPERATIONAL MODEL ON ENERGY
TRANSITION (SPROMET)
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After presenting, in the first section of the report, the theoretical and
methodological approach used in the research, in the second section we will focus
on the most important findings, both as regards the production of new
knowledge on energy transition and the elaboration of scenarios for future
development.
These results will be presented in a model called Sociological Predictive
Operational Model on Energy Transition (SPROMET), which - as the name
suggests – pursues an operational objective, namely to provide a sociological
interpretation of energy transition that could form the basis for developing
predictive analyses.
This section is divided into two chapters.
In Chapter 3, we present a static description of the model, that is, its structure
and components, as they have been identified and organised during the research,
in order to present the new knowledge generated through the research.
In Chapter 4, although still in a preliminary form, we look at the model from a
dynamic perspective, identifying steps that can actually lead to the
implementation of the model for the construction of energy transition future
scenarios.
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Chapter Three
The Sociological Predictive
Operational Model on Energy
Transition
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This chapter describes the sociological and predictive operational model of
energy transition, developed from the research carried out by the Laboratorio di
Scienze della Cittadinanza as part of PACT Project WP4.
The description not only introduces and presents the different components of
the model but also details the different theoretical and interpretative phases of the
research, each characterised by the discovery of new and sometimes even
surprising characteristics of energy transition.
Specifically these phases involved:
– the determination of the characteristic features of the anticipatory
experiences of energy transition (para. 1);
– the identification of a set of recurrent phenomena within the anticipatory
experiences, which, together with the latter, formed the empirical basis of
the research (para. 2);
– the identification of a set of constitutive factors of energy transition, by
analysing the empirical basis and transforming the recurrent phenomena in
indicatory phenomena (para. 3);
– the identification of the complex and nonlinear nature of the energy
transition, which emerged clearly from the study of constitutive factors
and can be divided into four distinct dimensions (para. 4);
– the identification, as structural elements of energy transition, of two
societal processes – the Societal Technological Process and the Societal
Political Process - each activated and supported by a specified sub-set of
constitutive factors (para. 5);
– the construction, for each constitutive factor, of a descriptive profile
(para. 6);
–

the assignment of a weight to each constitutive factor, according to its
significance in energy transition (para. 7).
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1. Anticipatory experiences of energy transition
As mentioned, research focused on a selected group of initiatives undertaken
in Europe, centred on the introduction and dissemination of environmentally
sustainable forms of energy in certain geographical areas.
The idea was to isolate and examine, among all the initiatives under
consideration, those which could represent an "anticipation" of energy transition,
namely those that had within them (thus anticipating) the basic features of a more
complex transition to environmentally sustainable energy sources that could
significantly affect all European societies. In this sense, the anticipations should
be regarded as existing "parts" or "pieces" of a future post-carbon society.
To this end, a first analysis was made of about 270 eco-sustainable energy
initiatives identified by collecting and studying comprehensive documentation and
interviewing experts. This analysis led to the first results, namely the
construction of the concept of "anticipation", applied in the project, so as to
separate anticipatory initiatives (which from a heuristic point of view lie "radial"
to energy transition) from initiatives that did not have this anticipatory character
(which, again from the heuristic point of view, are “tangential” to it).
This concept identifies four basic characteristics
experiences:
– factualness;
– social impact;
– transparency;
– systematicity.

of anticipatory

Factualness. Anticipatory experiences, as opposed to others, have a factual
character, i.e. they involve the introduction of a new technological system
(completely new or, more often, new in the local context). Experiences that do not
have an anticipatory character (in heuristic terms) are those that do not include
this element and which, for example, only involve aspects such as training,
awareness or information.
Social impact. Again as opposed to other initiatives, anticipatory experiences
have a significant social impact (determining, for example, changes in attitudes,
the introduction of new rules or standards, changes in the way people or
organisations use resources, changes in local production systems, changes in
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living and working environments, etc.). Initiatives that do not have this impact or
have a very limited impact are of minor importance in terms of understanding the
dynamics of energy transition.
Transparency. Anticipatory experiences also include a third element, that of
transparency; they are oriented towards "self-communication”, providing readily
accessible information on the results achieved, critical elements, and interaction
and exchange with other initiatives. Projects that do not have this degree of
transparency are isolated from the global networks of actors involved in energy
transition.
Systematicity. Anticipatory experiences are also highly systematic (although this
may not always be fully expressed in reality), i.e. they act simultaneously in
several areas (technological, economic, social and cultural) affected by energy
transition. On the other hand, initiatives that focus on only one aspect of
technology or society (e.g., one sector of technology or one type of social
behaviour) cannot be considered "anticipatory", at least in the meaning used here.
The added value of this operational definition of the concept of "anticipation"
can be summarised in four points:
– it allowed us to use a methodological approach centred on concrete factual
elements and not mere hypotheses of a cognitive nature;
– the operational concept of anticipation allowed us to select initiatives
which are significant for the study of energy transition;
– it allowed us to establish a preliminary and indispensable a priori
categorisation of the dynamics associated with energy transition, an
essential step in setting up exploratory research on the phenomena
involved;
– in a proactive perspective, the concept of anticipation can be used for the
design of actions aimed at accelerating energy transition.

2. The phenomena of energy transition
The operational concept of anticipation described above was used in a
screening process to identify, out of an initial set of about 270 energy transitionoriented initiatives, a group of 60 experiences which had a clear anticipatory
nature. Of these 60 experiments, a group of 20 initiatives were selected as having
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a high heuristic potential, with clearer anticipatory characteristics than the others
(factualness, social impact, transparency and systematic nature). This group was
studied in depth, by analysing relevant documentation and carrying out a series of
detailed interviews.
The 20 anticipatory experiences were analysed using two theoretical
frameworks, developed during the early stages of research.
The first concerns the actors involved in energy transition, who were grouped
into three energy transition regimes:
– the energy production and distribution regime (REGIME 1), which
includes actors such as companies, institutions and public bodies
responsible for regulating the energy sector;
– the individual consumption regime (REGIME 2), where the main actors
are private individuals or associations;
– the collective consumption regime (REGIME 3), involving actors such as
companies, small and medium enterprises, public service institutions
(schools, hospitals, etc.) and all persons who may be considered "major
energy consumers”.
The second theoretical framework centres around three sociological
categories, used to analyse the three energy transition regimes:
– the "structure", which refers to everything affecting the action of the
actors, both of a physical nature (e.g. networks and infrastructure), and of
purely social nature (standards, rules, behavioural models, organisational
procedures, routines, power configurations, dominant cognitive models
and representations, etc.);
–

the 'agency', which refers to the actors’ aptitude for action, expressed, for
example, in widespread intentionality, forms of social mobilisation or the
design of projects or negotiations oriented towards the achievement of
specific goals;
– the "social capital", which refers to the level of social integration,
expressed in aspects such as the degree of mutual trust among citizens and
between citizens and public authorities, and the cognitive capital, i.e. the
information, knowledge and skills contributed by local actors and the
institutions in charge of developing them.
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These sociological categories, applied to the analysis of the regimes, allowed
us to identify empirically some 700 "de facto situations", among the 20
anticipations, both in "operational" terms (i.e. events, happenings or other
materials and immediately visible elements), and in "cognitive" terms (i.e. cultural
orientations, behavioural models, representations of reality, symbolic materials,
etc.).
These 700 de facto situations (as mentioned in the first section of the report)
were compared to each other so as to "condense" them into more general
categories, using linguistic processes (e.g. bundling together situations that were
similar, even if recorded in different linguistic forms) or elementary abstraction
procedures (for example, by including situations in the same category which
differed only in terms of technologies used or contingent elements typical of
individual experiences).
Thus these situations were condensed into about 249 recurrent
"phenomena" in anticipatory energy transition experiences. As such, they can
presumably be regarded as characteristic of energy transition as a whole.
These anticipatory phenomena and experiences in which they were found (see
para. 1) formed the empirical platform on which research was founded.

3. The constitutive factors of energy transition
The steps described above helped, as we have seen, to identify the first two
components of the interpretative model, namely:
– the anticipatory experiences of energy transition
– a series of 249 recurrent phenomena in energy transition.
The recurrent phenomena were analysed, using both standard logic (to identify
possible cause-effect relationships), and - almost necessarily - non-standard
deontic logic (to assess the intentionality of the different actors involved in energy
transition). In this way, it became possible to establish links among phenomena
(based on e.g. their features, the meaning given them by the consulted sources or
their recurrent mutual relationships) creating clusters of phenomena referring to
broader categories.
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This led to the third step – which resulted in an immediate simplification of
the complex phenomenology of energy transition - namely the identification of 43
factors typical of energy transition, of which the 249 recurrent phenomena are
indicative.
These factors can be defined as social configurations having a force and a
directionality, producing a meaning, linked to more general trends of social and
cultural change, and constitutive of energy transition.
This definition can be deepened as follows.
a. The factors are social configurations, since they involve, each of them in a
typical way, energy transition actors and therefore they affect one or more
transition regimes.
b. The factors have a social force able to produce effects on energy transition.
c. The factors have directionality, since they show an intrinsic orientation
towards energy transition, which can either take the form of obstacles to
overcome (and therefore the expression of existing resistance or elements of
local social structure that oppose energy transition) or enablers (i.e., elements
that facilitate energy transition, activating agency mechanisms) present locally
or which, if absent, are being encouraged.
d. The factors produce a meaning in that they define relatively stable and
recognisable contexts of meaning (such as knowledge, narratives,
intentionality, representation, stereotypes, etc.) which are the object of
communication, exchange, collection and processing by the actors involved.
These contexts of meaning concern aspects of energy transition (e.g.,
technology, decision making, planning, participation, transparency, common
behaviours, etc.) and, ultimately, energy transition as a whole.
e. The factors are linked to general trends of social and cultural change, since
they are influenced by - and affect – change processes of transnational nature,
such as migration, ageing population, gender relations or changes in the
governance of contemporary societies.
In particular, these trends have been operationalised and reduced to five
vectors, namely: the political-institutional vector, the anthropological vector,
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the social vector, the scientific technological vector and the globalisation of
knowledge vector.
– The political-institutional vector is expressed in the tendency towards
increasingly complex governance processes, linked, for example, to an
increased influence of the European Union and transnational actors
(e.g., rating agencies or multinational companies), an increased
influence of non-state bodies (for example, civil society organisations,
businesses and, in some contexts, even forms of organised crime), the
gradual change of the role of the state, changes affecting the ways in
which the public administration operates (for example, the growing
importance of quality) or greater local autonomy vis-à-vis the central
structures of the state.
– The anthropological vector is expressed in the deep transformations
affecting some of contemporary society’s "anthropological" structures,
such as gender relations, relations between generations, division of
labour between the sexes, the development and distribution of care
work and social reproduction, family types or the composition of
human societies in ethnic, cultural or religious terms.
– The social vector is centred on changes in the dynamics of social
inclusion and exclusion, manifested, for example, in the weakening of
social cohesion because of various types of risks (social,
environmental, safety-related, etc.), the emergence of new forms of
poverty or the problems of sustainability in welfare regimes.
– The scientific and technological vector can be seen in the changed
relationship between science and society, science’s loss of authority,
the emergence of new modes of production for scientific and
technological research (e.g. competition in accessing research funds,
growing tendency of political leaders to guide research, strong pressure
for the application of research, growing demand for transparency) and,
not least, in an increased significance and pervasiveness of technology
in all spheres of social life, due to a rapid succession of discoveries and
innovations.
– The globalisation of knowledge vector is especially evident in the
growing capacity for production, collection, processing, access and
exchange of knowledge at global level, thanks to the opportunities
offered by ICTs.
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Each “factor” can of course relate to one or more “vectors” of change.
f. Finally, the factors are constitutive of energy transition from at least four
different perspectives:
– from the most significant and meaningful perspective, they are constitutive
in that their absence (in the case of obstacles) or presence (in the case of
enablers) increases the objective probability of energy transition being
achieved;
– they can be regarded as "constitutive" also in that they refer to the
condition of practicability (in terms of exploiting enablers or successfully
dealing with obstacles) which an eco-sustainable energy initiative needs to
succeed;
– these phenomena can be considered as constitutive also in that, as
mentioned above, they refer to contexts of meaning which anyone about
to undertake a similar initiative should take into account;
– finally, they can be regarded, at least in a broad sense, as constitutive
factors in that they refer to recurrent events in energy transition that need
to be managed.
The constitutive factors identified are listed in the following table, divided into
enablers and obstacles.
The constitutive factors of energy transition divided into enablers
and obstacles
Constitutive factors
Enablers

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Obstacles

Adapting technologies to social and
environmental contexts
Adopting a high quality management
system
Building consensus
Capacity building of citizens and of
public administration staff
Capacity building of technicians and
professionals
Citizens’ active participation in the
energy transition
Citizens’ orientation to change

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Citizen’s resistance linked to the
search for individual and family
autonomy
Citizens’ poor self-reliance in using
eco-sustainable technologies
Difficulty in accessing funds
Disagreement on practical solutions
concerning the organisation of daily
life (convenience)
Juridical and administrative difficulties
Low priority given to energy saving by
public service providers
Opposition of movements and citizens

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Continuous innovation
Creating an adequate and flexible
regulatory framework
Decision making
Flexible project-designing geared to
complexity
Functioning of an integrated
networked fund-raising system
Link between local cognitive capital
and global knowledge
Other actors’ orientation to change
Presence of leadership of adequate
quality
Programming the political process
Public communication and awarenessraising
Self-reflexivity and applying lessons
learnt
Social, cultural and economic impact
Spreading of technological
responsibility
Starting up a networking system
Technical assistance and maintenance

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Poor capacity to control energy
performance and system quality
Poor control over costs
Poor knowledge-management
orientation
Poor socialisation of technological
innovation
Prejudice towards transition energy
Presence of critical aspects and
errors in project-designing
Presence of critical aspects concerning
the poor competence of technicians
Resistance by political forces
Resistance due to essential needs for
comfort and cleanliness
Resistance in public administration
Resistance to innovation by
professionals and developers
Shortcomings in the circulation of
technical, social and political
information
Tensions linked to the protection of
privacy and to individual and family
security
Undesired effects of user selection

4. The dimensions of complexity and nonlinearity
in energy transition
The analysis of the constitutive factors of energy transition led to a fourth
step, namely a look at how the complex and nonlinear "nature" of energy
transition is articulated.
This becomes highly significant if we consider some recurrent and wrong
representations of energy transition, which are at times not explicit but not for
that less powerful and widespread, for example:
– energy transition as a necessary step, part of the development of
contemporary societies (as, for example, the transition during the industrial
revolution);
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–

energy transition as merely the product of a policy system, that is, of
programmes, investments and measures at local, national and European
level.

Although there is no denying the importance of these (and other)
representations, an analysis of the experiences and the constitutive factors showed
that they are limited in scope and not absolute. It is certainly true that the
anticipations are an expression of specific policies oriented towards energy
transition. It is also true, however, that in most cases, these experiences seem to
involve projects that tend to get out of planners’ hand, going in unexpected
directions and producing unexpected outcomes, sometimes for the better,
sometimes for the worse, but which could never be qualified as "necessary."
In particular we can distinguish four dimensions of complexity and
nonlinearity that seem to be specific to energy transition. These dimensions
involve, respectively:
–
–
–
–

pervasiveness;
close interaction with social dynamics;
similarity with technology transfer processes;
centrality in the governance processes of contemporary society.

4.1. Pervasiveness of energy transition
The first dimension of the complexity and nonlinearity of energy transition is
its pervasive and widespread nature, as is clear from the analysis of the empirical
platform. This dimension can, in turn, be divided into three elements.
a. Energy transition materially affects the lives of all individuals, since we all
need to keep warm, all use electrical appliances, travel, produce waste or live
in a house.
b. Energy transition concerns individuals at several levels simultaneously: as
bearers of specific lifestyles; as users of public services (such as energy); as
consumers of goods and products; in public life, as citizens concerned with
collective energy choices; even in the workplace, as employers, retailers or
large-scale energy consumers.
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c. Energy transition affects the entire spectrum of organisations in an area,
since all consume energy, produce waste or have mobility needs.
This means that anyone who promotes initiatives to accelerate energy
transition must, if they want to avoid failure, be ready to deal with a considerable
number of factors, whether obstacles or enablers, covering almost the entire
range of human experience, from political practices to the most intimate aspects
of the lives of families and individuals.
4.2. The close interaction between energy transition and social
dynamics
The second dimension of the complexity and nonlinearity of energy transition
is the close and articulate relations that it has with social dynamics in general.
This occurs on two levels, as highlighted above.
a. At one level, any initiative oriented towards energy transition must take into
account short-range societal dynamics, mainly of local significance
(widespread behaviour at local level; recurrent orientations of certain actors,
such as businesses, the public administration, professionals or the media; local
real estate market trends, etc.). In this sense, obstacles and enablers are to be
considered as the most visible expression of the friction (negative or positive)
between energy transition and local short-range social dynamics.
b. At a second level, initiatives have to take into account long-range societal
trends, mainly transnational in origin and perspective, previously
operationalised in the five vectors of social and cultural change (see para. 3).
4.3. Energy transition as technology transfer
The third dimension of the complexity and non-linearity of energy transition is
the fact that it does not merely involve the implementation of new technological
equipment (a waste recycling plant or an entirely new eco-sustainable
neighbourhood) to be technically adapted to a given context, but a process of
technology transfer, which may be unevenly distributed geographically, of
which no single step is purely technical but always involves social, political,
economic, cultural, communicational or organisational dynamics.
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All this increases the level of uncertainty of energy transition, in that it is not
an expression of a technological project but the result of a multifaceted network of
events of different types (resistance, expectations, recurrent behaviour,
investment, standards, programming activities, etc.) which condition its progress,
phases and direction. For this reason, energy transition - as evidenced by the
anticipations examined - requires considerable social and cultural investment,
equal to and probably more than technological investment.
4.4. The centrality of energy transition in governance processes
The fourth dimension is the relationship between energy transition and the
governance of contemporary societies. Even in this specific perspective, energy
transition still comes out as a highly complex and nonlinear phenomenon.
In this respect, two elements may be identified that characterise energy
transition from the perspective of governance.
a. Energy transition reaches deep into the political dynamics that characterise
a given social context (whether it be transnational, national or local). Energy,
in fact, represents a concern of primary political importance, which has strong
impacts on the forms and configurations of power. Anticipations, in particular,
show how many political mechanisms are normally started by initiatives (even
small scale ones) aimed at eco-sustainable energy, such as those concerning
consensus building, decision making, public communication of political
motivations and objectives pursued, local and national legislative production,
political leadership training and rotation, the many forms of people’s
participation in decisions, not to mention the questions regarding funds.
b. Energy transition has a broad effect on political dynamics. In fact, it affects
almost all public policy areas, starting, of course, with energy and
environment, and then economic development policies, agricultural, planning,
transport, science and technology, and health policies. This means that, in
more or less relevant and direct ways, any event moving in the direction of
energy transition requires sophisticated levels of coordination among the many
actors involved in governance and mobilises a wide range of interests that are
likely to produce conflicts, tension, controversy and resistance.
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5. The articulation of energy transition in two
societal processes
The identification of four specific dimensions of the complexity and
nonlinearity of energy transition summarised in the previous paragraph allows to
grasp some other features of the energy transition.
Firstly, it should be pointed out that, together, the four dimensions mentioned
above highlight that energy transition is not, nor can it be considered, a simple
summation of projects, measures or policies and their results. Rather, energy
transition is to be understood as a process, i.e. a network of changes that
interact together and with the specific social and environmental context in which
they develop, produced by the action, intentional or not, of a multiplicity of
different actors and the intended or unintended effects of such actions.
In particular, the first two dimensions of the complexity and nonlinearity of
energy transition - relating respectively to its pervasiveness and its link with the
major trends of social and cultural change – provide another piece of information,
namely that if energy transition is a process, it is a societal process (in the
meaning already discussed in Chap. 2) because it:
– influences and is generally influenced by the structure and forces of
change operating within the different social contexts in which it occurs;
– influences and is generally influenced by changes of a global and
transnational nature.
More specific indications are provided by the last two dimensions of the
complexity and nonlinearity of energy transition, which allow us to see the
energy transition as made up of two main components.
a. The first component is given by the nature of energy transition as a process
of technology transfer, centred on the introduction (identification, planning,
activation, management, use, maintenance, etc.) of eco-sustainable energy
technologies within a particular national or local context. In the framework of
this model, this first component will be defined “Technological Societal
Process”.
b. The second component of energy transition is given by its nature as a
political process that involves potentially all dynamics of a political nature
(local, national, transnational), such as decision-making, adoption of
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standards, fund raising and management, or power relations between political
and administrative levels. In the framework of this model, this second
component is defined “Political Societal Process”.
The importance of these two processes is further emphasised by the fact that
the 43 constitutive factors of energy transition tend, in fact, to be distributed
comprehensively and with almost no overlap among the two societal processes.
Based on the foregoing, therefore, the model can be organised according to the
following algorithm:
– energy transition constitutes a combination of two variables, represented
respectively by the Technological Societal Process and the Political
Societal Process;
– the importance of each of the two processes lies in the existence of a
number of constitutive factors, relating to them, with positive (enablers)
or negative (obstacles) directionality as regards energy transition;
– the overall dimension (and actual presence in a given local or national
context) of the constitutive factors is shown by the existence of a series of
phenomena functioning as indicators relating specifically to them.
The following table lists the constitutive factors identified, divided into
enablers and obstacles.
The constitutive factors of energy transition divided into the
two societal processes
Technological societal process

Constitutive factors
Political societal process

Enablers

Enablers

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Adapting technologies to social and
environmental contexts
Capacity building of technicians and
professionals
Link between local cognitive capital
and global knowledge
Technical assistance and maintenance
Flexible project-designing geared to
complexity
Spreading of technological
responsibility

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Presence of leadership of adequate
quality
Programming the political process
Citizens’ orientation to change
Other actors’ orientation to change
Citizens’ active participation in the
energy transition
Building consensus
Public communication and
awareness-raising
Starting up a networking system

7.

Continuous innovation

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Capacity building of citizens and of
public administration staff
Creating an adequate and flexible
regulatory framework
Functioning of an integrated
networked fund-raising system
Decision making
Adopting a high quality management
system
Self-reflexivity and applying lessons
learnt
Social, cultural and economic impact

Obstacles

Obstacles

1.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Resistance to innovation by
professionals and developers
2. Citizen’s resistance linked to the
search for individual and family
autonomy
3. Disagreement on practical solutions
concerning the organisation of daily
life (convenience)
4. Tensions linked to the protection of
privacy and to individual and family
security
5. Resistance due to essential needs for
comfort and cleanliness
6. Prejudice towards transition energy
7. Poor socialisation of technological
innovation
8. Presence of critical aspects and
errors in project-designing
9. Presence of critical aspects concerning
the poor competence of technicians
10. Poor knowledge-management
orientation

Resistance in public administration
Resistance by political forces
Opposition of movements and citizens
Juridical and administrative
difficulties
5. Poor control over costs
6. Difficulty in accessing funds
7. Undesired effects of user selection
8. Poor capacity to control energy
performance and system quality
9. Shortcomings in the circulation of
technical, social and political
information
10. Citizens’ poor self-reliance in using
eco-sustainable technologies
11. Low priority given to energy saving
by public service providers

6. Constitutive factor descriptors
Taking into account all that has been said in the preceding paragraphs, we can
establish for each constitutive element a descriptive profile, constructed on the
basis of four descriptors (see chap. 4).
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a. Societal Process
The first descriptor is represented by a reference to one of two societal
processes, which would give us:
– constitutive factors of the technological societal process;
– constitutive factors of the political societal process.

b. Directionality
Within this first broad distinction, there is another, namely factor
directionality:
– if the factor goes in the direction of energy transition, it is considered an
enabler;
– if the factor goes in a direction opposed to energy transition, it is
considered an obstacle.

c. Regimes
The third descriptor is made up of the actors involved in the single factor. As
mentioned, these actors have been grouped into three energy transition regimes,
so we have:
– factors affecting the energy production and distribution regime
(REGIME 1);
– factors affecting the individual consumption regime (REGIME 2);
– factors affecting the collective consumption regime (REGIME 3)..
Each factor can obviously affect one or more energy transition regimes at the
same time.

d. Vectors
A final descriptive element of the factor is the relationship with the major
trends of social and cultural change in contemporary societies, which, as we
have seen, have been operationalised in 5 vectors of change. We therefore have:
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–

factors that interact with the political-institutional vector;

–
–
–
–

factors that interact with the anthropological vector;
factors that interact with the social vector;
factors that interact with the science and technology vector;
factors that interact with the globalisation of knowledge vector.

Each factor can regard one or more vectors of change.

7. The weight of the constitutive factors
To build future scenarios, the next step to be taken in the development of the
energy transition interpretative model is an assessment of the significance of
individual constitutive factors to energy transition as a whole (although
significance may vary in local contexts or in individual programmes aimed at ecosustainable energy).
To answer this need, the energy transition model being presented estimates
the significance of each individual factor (relative to others) by assigning a
weight, depending on a dichotomous opposition between factors of great and
little significance.
A weight was assigned to individual constitutive factors using a procedure
involving an evaluation (inevitably intuitive to some degree) founded, albeit nondeterministically, on three criteria:
– the criterion of intensity, measured according to the alarm or the attention
aroused by the factor in single anticipatory experiences;
– the criterion of diffusion, based on the presence of the factor in analysed
anticipations (the higher the number of anticipations in which the factor
has been observed the more widespread it is considered);
– the criterion of resilience, or the factor’s permanence over time, evaluated
on the basis of the nature of its interaction with major vectors of change.
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Summary Diagrams
DIAGRAM 1
RESEARCH PHASES
Identification of about 270 eco-sustainable initiatives

Identification and selection of a group of 60
anticipatory experiences

Identification and study of a group of 20 highly
significant anticipatory experiences

Identification of 700 de facto situations within the
anticipatory experiences examined

Determination of 249 phenomena functioning as
indicators

Determination of 43 constitutive factors of energy
transition

Identification of the Technological Societal Process and
the Political Societal Process as articulations of energy
transition
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DIAGRAM 2
SPROMET MODEL COMPONENTS
Energy Transition

Technological
Societal Process

Political
Societal Process

Enablers

Obstacles

Enablers

Obstacles

Indicators

Indicators

Indicators

Indicators
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Chapter Four
Suggestions on using
the model for predictive purposes
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1. Potential of the model for predictive purposes
The energy transition model presented in the previous chapter was developed
to achieve two objectives:
– the first objective was to provide a sociological interpretation of energy
transition, in order to understand its fundamental characteristics and main
dynamics (an interpretation which, when used in a pro-active perspective,
can also be useful in the design and management of eco-sustainable energy
interventions);
– the second aim was to input elements useful for the development of
VLEEM and POLES models (WP5) and the construction of energy
transition scenarios (WP6).
Here, we concentrate on the second objective, giving some general guidelines
on how to use the proposed interpretative model, for predictive purposes also.
In particular, attention focuses on two lines of development:
–

use of the model to identify the conditions of practicability of energy
transition;
– use of the model to identify possible situations in which energy transition
can occur.

2. Conditions of practicability of energy transition
As a first step, the proposed interpretative model can be used to define the
conditions of energy transition practicability.
To this end, we can start from the 43 constitutive factors, for which - as said
above – a descriptive profile can be developed. This profile is based on the four
descriptors and on an assessment about the significance of the factor with respect
to the energy transition (see chap. 3).
This elements can be put in a (computerised) matrix or “string” detailing the
descriptors and the weight attributed to each factor. The structure of the matrix
could be the following:
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Process

Direction

R1

R2

T/P

E/O

X

X

1. NAME OF FACTOR
R3 V1
V2
X

X

X

V3

V4

V5

Weight

X

X

X

High/Low

where:
– "Process" refers to the societal process to which the factor refers (T =
technological societal process; P = political societal process);
– "Direction" refers to the direction that the factor takes as regards energy
transition (E = Enabler; O = Obstacle);
– the next three boxes - marked with an "X" (presence) – refers to the actors
primarily affected by the factor grouped into three "regimes" (R1 =
production and distribution regime; R2 = individual consumption regime,
R3 = collective consumption regime);
– the next five boxes refer to interactions - marked with an "X" (presence) –
of the factor with social and cultural change vectors (V1 = political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 =
scientific and technological vector; V5 = globalisation of knowledge
vector);
– the last box refers to the weight attributed to the factor as regards energy
transition (High = high significance, Low = low significance).
This matrix allows us to group factors in different ways (for example, the
regimes they involve, the vectors with which they interact, etc.).
For the purposes of an analysis of the conditions of energy transition
practicability, however, the most significant grouping is based on the weight
criterion.
Actually, following the logic of the model, we know that:
a. energy transition occurs necessarily through two processes, namely the
technological societal process and the political societal process;
b. each process consists of a series of factors (enablers and obstacles);
c. each factor has greater or lesser significance.
Using this reasoning, we can define the optimal situation for energy transition
as that characterised by the absence of or full control over all obstacles and the
presence and full exploitation of all enabling factors.
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This is obviously an "ideal situation", to be used as a yardstick for an overall
assessment of the practicability of energy transition, for which it is possible to
identify situations that are more or less desirable.
In the following tables, therefore, the factors are distributed according to this
criterion, presented, firstly, by the process they refer to (tables 1 and 2) and then
by their significance (tables 3 and 4).
Table 1 – Constitutive factors of the technological societal process
Factors of high significance
Enablers

Factors of low significance
Enablers

TE1 Adapting technologies to social and
environmental contexts
TE3 Link between local cognitive capital
and global knowledge
TE4 Technical assistance and
maintenance
TE5 Flexible project-designing geared to
complexity
TE6 Spreading of technological
responsibility
Obstacles

TE2 Capacity building of technicians and
professionals
TE7 Continuous innovation

TO2 Citizen’s resistance linked to the
search for individual and family
autonomy
TO3 Disagreement on practical solutions
concerning the organisation of daily
life (convenience)
TO5 Resistance due to essential needs
for comfort and cleanliness
TO7 Poor socialisation of technological
innovation
TO8 Presence of critical aspects and
errors in project-designing

TO1 Resistance to innovation by
professionals and developers
TO4 Tensions linked to the protection of
privacy and to individual and family
security
TO6 Prejudice towards transition energy
TO9 Presence of critical aspects
concerning the poor competence of
technicians
TO10 Poor knowledge-management
orientation

Obstacles

Table 2 - Constitutive factors of the political societal process
Factors of high significance
Enablers

Factors of low significance
Enablers

PE1 Presence of leadership of adequate
quality
PE2 Programming the political process
PE3 Citizens’ orientation to change
PE5 Citizens’ active participation in the
energy transition
PE6 Building consensus

PE4 Other actors’ orientation to change
PE8 Starting up a networking system
PE10 Creating an adequate and flexible
regulatory framework
PE12 Decision making
PE13 Adopting a high quality management
system
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PE7 Public communication and awareness- PE14 Self-reflexivity and applying lessons
raising
learnt
PE9 Capacity building of citizens and of
public administration staff
PE11 Functioning of an integrated
networked fund-raising system
PE15 Social, cultural and economic impact
Obstacles
Obstacles
PO1
PO5
PO7
PO9

Resistance in public administration
Poor control over costs
Undesired effects of user selection
Shortcomings in the circulation of
technical, social and political
information
PO10 Citizens’ poor self-reliance in using
eco-sustainable technologies

PO2
PO3
PO4
PO6
PO8

Resistance by political forces
Opposition of movements and citizens
Juridical and administrative difficulties
Difficulty in accessing funds
Poor capacity to control energy
performance and system quality
PO11 Low priority given to energy saving
by public service providers

Table 3 – Constitutive factors of high significance
Enablers
TE1 Adapting technologies to social and
environmental contexts
TE3 Link between local cognitive capital
and global knowledge
TE4 Technical assistance and maintenance
TE5 Flexible project-designing geared to
complexity
TE6 Spreading of technological
responsibility
PE1 Presence of leadership of adequate
quality
PE2 Programming the political process
PE3 Citizens’ orientation to change
PE5 Citizens’ active participation in the
energy transition
PE6 Building consensus
PE7 Public communication and awarenessraising
PE9 Capacity building of citizens and of
public administration staff
PE11 Functioning of an integrated
networked fund-raising system
PE15 Social, cultural and economic impact

Obstacles
TO2 Citizen’s resistance linked to the
search for individual and family
autonomy
TO3 Disagreement on practical solutions
concerning the organisation of daily
life (convenience)
TO5 Resistance due to essential needs for
comfort and cleanliness
TO7 Poor socialisation of TO8 technological
innovation
TO8 Presence of critical aspects and errors
in project-designing
PO1 Resistance in public administration
PO5 Poor control over costs
PO7 Undesired effects of user selection
PO9 Shortcomings in the circulation of
technical, social and political
information
PO10 Citizens’ poor self-reliance in using
eco-sustainable technologies
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Table 4 - Constitutive factors of low significance
Enablers

Obstacles

TE2 Capacity building of technicians and
professionals
TE7 Continuous innovation
PE4 Other actors’ orientation to change
PE8 Starting up a networking system
PE10 Creating an adequate and flexible
regulatory framework
PE12 Decision making
PE13 Adopting a high quality management
system
PE14 Self-reflexivity and applying lessons
learnt

TO1 Resistance to innovation by
professionals and developers
TO4 Tensions linked to the protection of
privacy and to individual and family
security
TO6 Prejudice towards transition energy
TO9 Presence of critical aspects
concerning the poor competence of
technicians
TO10 Poor knowledge-management
orientation
PO2 Resistance by political forces
PO3 Opposition of movements and citizens
PO4 Juridical and administrative difficulties
PO6 Difficulty in accessing funds
PO8 Poor capacity to control energy
performance and system quality
PO11 Low priority given to energy saving
by public service providers

Bearing in mind these distributions, at least two practicality situations can be
defined: one that is optimal (tables 1 and 2), in which all enablers are present and
all obstacles are either absent, countered or fully controlled, and the other
satisfactory, in which the most significant enablers and obstacles are at least
present or absent respectively (Table 3).
These two practicability situations can be represented using a "back-casting"
procedure (where the predictive process starts with the identification of an optimal
situation or one that is considered desirable).

3. Possible situations for energy transition
The model, as mentioned, can also be used as a basis, not only to define an
"ideal situation" of energy transition practicability but also to identify possible
situations (both in general and in different local contexts) in which it can take
place.
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3.1. Four typical situations
As regards this second objective, following the logic of the model, we know
that:
a. energy transition occurs necessarily through two processes, namely the
technological societal process and the political societal process;
b. although they interact, these two processes may have a different relative
weight;
c. energy transition (and the initiatives to promote it) can, in different
contexts, take on different forms, depending on the prevalence of one
process over another.
Using this reasoning, we can distinguish, in theory, four different limit
situations:
– one in which the two processes both have the utmost intensity;
–

one in which the technological process has the greatest intensity and the
political process is minimal;
– one in which the political process has the greatest intensity and the
technological process is minimal;
– one in which both processes have the little intensity.
The intensity degree of a process can be primarily assessed on the basis of the
number of enablers which are present and exploited and the number of obstacles
which are identified and put under control.
All this can be represented in a Cartesian plane, as shown in the figure below.

Technological Process

Political process
+

A

B
+

–

C

D
-
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Box C. The most critical situation is obviously the one in C, where both processes
are weak or even zero. In these cases, activation of energy transition is unlikely or
very slow and will probably encounter strong social or technological obstacles.
Box B. The most positive situation is B, in which both processes are intense. This
should be the case of large-scale programmes, which operate simultaneously in
different fields (for example, energy saving, recycling waste, district heating,
etc.), introducing a variety of technologies and whose aims have great social
impact.
Box A. The typical situation, box A, includes programmes that intervene very
little in terms of technology and a lot as regards political or social aspects (new
rules, new standards, change in widespread behaviour, etc.). These are cases
which, under a certain level of technological commitment, risk being of minor
significance in that they do not sufficiently activate the transfer of technology
(essential for effective energy transition).
Box D. The typical situation, box D, finally, is characteristic of initiatives that
focus on introducing new technology and are not or only slightly oriented towards
processes of a political nature. In this situation, the risk is that of adopting a
highly technocratic approach, which does not take into consideration the social
effects – which are pervasive – linked to the spread of new eco-sustainable energy
technologies. Under a certain level of political commitment, even technical
objectives are unlikely to be achieved. The new technologies introduced may not
work, for example, because they are opposed by the population, because there is
no market for them, because they do not activate the necessary organisational
mechanisms which allow them to work, because they are not adopted and
socialized by the very people who should promote them, and so on.
3.1. Further elaborations
Further elaborations will be made on the basis of first WPs of the PACT
Project, aimed at providing predictive elements on the evolution of urban structure
and land use, environmentally sustainable technologies and life-styles, following
further lines of analysis.
For example, attention can be focused on which technologies require the
activation of a strong political process and which do not. In this way, by building
scenarios that identify technologies that will be most widespread in the future, it
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would also be possible to understand which of these require an intense political
process, which an intense technological process and which require the
simultaneous activation of the two processes at a high level of intensity.
Similarly, other elaborations could be made by considering the actors to be
involved, operationally subdivided into three energy transition regimes (R1, R2
and R3), verifying, for example, which actors are activated in cases lying within
different frameworks and which intensity of mobilisation can be seen or predicted,
hypothetically, connecting the behaviour of the regimes with the types of
technology introduced or with the evolution of lifestyles.
Similarly, elements of a predictive nature could also be derived from the
analysis of the relations between the two societal processes and trends in the
urban and territorial structure.
This will obviously be done considering all the results produced in the next
phases of the PACT Project.
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PART TWO
THE TWO SOCIETAL
PROCESSES OF THE ENERGY
TRANSITION
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The second part of the report is devoted to the presentation of the constitutive
factors of the two societal processes into which energy transition has been
articulated.
The Technological Societal Process is detailed in the third section, while the
Political Societal Process is detailed in the fourth section. Each section in turn, is
divided into two chapters detailing, respectively, the enablers, namely factors that
promote the societal process, and the obstacles, namely those that oppose it.
Each factor is briefly described in a fact sheet, divided into three parts:
– "Rationale", which introduces the factor, providing information about its
role in energy transition;
– "Description", which gives information about the factor observed in the
20 examined anticipatory experiences;
– "Indicators", which lists the indicatory phenomena related to the factor
recorded in the research, each marked with an identification code.
At the bottom of the sheet, there is a table listing the descriptors and the weight
of the factor (see Chap. 4).
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SECTION THREE
THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETAL
PROCESS
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At the heart of energy transition there is undoubtedly a shift from a system of
energy technologies based on fossil fuels to one where energy from renewable
energy sources is predominant and which achieves levels of efficiency and energy
savings significantly higher than at present.
This transition, however, should not be seen as a mere technological process.
As already pointed out (see Chap. 3), energy transition is more like a general
process of technology transfer, in which each technical step requires action or has
organisational, economic, social and cultural implications, often decisive in
promoting or, conversely, severely restricting or even preventing the deployment
of new technological solutions.
The elements that come into play are therefore very different, including social
or organisational aspects closely related to the operation of the technologies
introduced (technical support and maintenance, training for technicians and
professionals, resistance from some of the stakeholders materially responsible for
their introduction) and aspects that are seemingly less closely related but equally
decisive for the spread of environmentally sustainable technology solutions, such
social acceptance, adaptation to local contexts and especially concrete absorption
in the daily lives of individuals and families.
In sum, technology is undoubtedly a driving force in energy transition.
However, this is only because it is transferable and is actually transferred,
becoming an integral part of the social, economic and cultural context in which it
is introduced. Outside this framework, there is the risk that new technology may
be an element of separation and conflict or isolated from the dynamics of
innovation and transformation that affect society as a whole.
Overall, for the Technological Societal Process, 17 constitutive factors have
been isolated, of which 7 enablers and 10 obstacles.
The enablers are:
TE1.
TE2.

Adapting technologies to social and environmental contexts
Capacity building of technicians and professionals
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TE3.

Link between local cognitive capital and global knowledge

TE4.
TE5.
TE6.
TE7.

Technical assistance and maintenance
Flexible project-designing geared to complexity
Spreading of technological responsibility
Continuous innovation

The obstacles identified are:
TO1. Resistance to innovation by professionals and developers
TO2. Citizen’s resistance linked to the search for individual and family
autonomy
TO3. Disagreement on practical solutions concerning the organisation of daily
life (convenience)
TO4. Tensions linked to the protection of privacy and to individual and family
security
TO5. Resistance due to essential needs for comfort and cleanliness
TO6. Prejudice towards transition energy
TO7. Poor socialisation of technological innovation
TO8. Presence of critical aspects and errors in project-designing
TO9. Presence of critical aspects concerning the poor competence of technicians
TO10. Poor knowledge-management orientation
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Chapter Five
Enablers
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FACTOR TE1
Adapting technologies to social and
environmental contexts
Rationale

In any technology transfer process, one of the main critical points is the
problem of making the new technology compatible with the social and
environmental context concerned. A technology is rarely perfectly compatible
with the local context straight away. Varying degrees of adaptation occur in
any case, either by those transferring the technology or by those using it.
As regards complex technological systems, such as those connected to energy
production, distribution and saving, the question of compatibility is
fundamental. It is a matter of adapting these systems to the set of
characteristics of the territory concerned, be they physical or human
characteristics, such as environmental conditions, the prevalent architectural
elements, urban arrangement, and the features of the social organisation and
production system.
That is why ADAPTING TECHNOLOGIES TO SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTEXTS is a powerful enabling factor because it makes their use possible
and facilitates acceptance on the part of the professionals and technicians
involved, and of the population as a whole.

Description

The experiences examined offer several examples of strategies geared to
adapting new technologies.
In one of the experiences analysed, solar panel technology – normally used in
single family homes – was adapted in order to make it compatible with a
very densely populated urban context characterised by condominiums. One
example is that of adopting particular solar panels which could be installed
horizontally on roofs (instead of vertically, as is normally the case) or with
only a slight inclination, in order to minimise visual impact on the existing
building’s appearance.
In other cases, when selecting the technologies to be used, it was decided to
privilege those that could make the most of local production potential. This
was the case, for instance, with projects envisaging district heating systems
powered by local agricultural by-products (such as straw) or by products
easily available locally (e.g. wood chip burners), with the dual effect of
sustaining the local economy and cutting transport costs of combustibles.
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Finally, some experiences focused on introducing wind technology by
making the most of a centuries-old local tradition of windmills.
This factor is very important in triggering socio-technological process and, on
the whole, reflects a more general aptitude – also found in other sectors – of
creating a closer link of scientific and technological research with the
territory’s economic and social development.

Indicators

TE1.1 Adapting the technology to production sectors and to local
resources
TE1.2 Adapting the technology to the urban context
TE1.3 Adopting technologies already present in local traditions
TE1.4 Adopting technologies that can make use of local environmental
factors
TE1.5 Using technologies that can make the most of the architectural
characteristics of existing buildings

TE1: ADAPTING TECHNOLOGIES TO SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXTS
Process
T

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TE2
Capacity building of technicians and
professionals
Rationale

Within the socio-technological process, a key role is played by the various
professionals involved: not only architects, planners and engineers, but also
technical staff such as electricians and plumbers who are the first to be
involved in the installation and maintenance of new machinery. Ensuring the
adequate preparation of these people in using the new technologies
transferred is evidently important for a successful transition towards a postcarbon society.
Hence the importance of CAPACITY BUILDING OF TECHNICIANS AND
PROFESSIONALS as an enabling factor, not just to enhance these people’s
skills, but also to train new professionals who can make full use of the
potential of the technologies concerned.

Description

Analysis of the anticipatory experiences led to identifying various examples
of successful capacity building geared – depending on the situation – to
architects (e.g. on designing solar panels and photovoltaic systems to be
installed inside buildings), plumbing technicians (e.g. in setting up district
heating systems) or electricians (e.g. in installing solar collectors,
photovoltaic panels or small wind turbines).
In several cases, the promoters introduced new professional roles such as
“green planners” and “sustainability operators” in firms, “energy
advisers” and “mobility managers”.
In one of the initiatives, the local energy agency prepared a whole set of
technical documents (including such things as a guide to drafting ecosustainable projects and a manual for inspecting and evaluating
installations) for a broad range of operators concerned.
This factor can play a key role, above all, if grasped in its broadest sense of
scaling-up the initiatives geared to spreading eco-sustainable energy
technologies, and is combined with broader transformation processes such as
the adoption of institutional strategies for creating technological projects
more attentive to the valorisation of local human capital, the production of a
stock of technical knowledge at a global level and attention to the more
immediately applicable aspects of research activity.
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Indicators

TE2.1 Training for local technicians
TE2.2 Training for architects and engineers
TE2.3 Enhancing the technical competences of the sector’s firms
TE2.4 Creating new specific professional profiles
TE2.5 Adopting guidelines on the installation, use and evaluation of
technologies
TE2.6 Establishing places and promoting initiatives aimed at allowing
different professionals to share knowledge

TE2: CAPACITY BUILDING OF TECHNICIANS AND PROFESSIONALS
Process
T

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1

V2

V3

V4
X

V5
X

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TE3
Link between local cognitive capital and global
knowledge
Rationale

Starting up an energy transition process necessarily means making use of a
vast body of scientific and technical knowledge which is not usually
readily available locally. Moreover, global knowledge on sustainability is
not enough. It is nurtured by bottom-up knowledge building within a
process involving local administrations as well as research institutes and
other organisations in the territory.
Hence the importance of the enabler called LINK BETWEEN LOCAL
COGNITIVE CAPITAL AND GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE. This constitutive factor
ensures that local knowledge is not wasted and, at the same time, that there is
no risk of using global knowledge in a mechanical way that turns out to be
ineffective.

Description

A propensity to harmoniously link local knowledge with global knowledge
was found in several initiatives. In many cases, this need was met by project
promoters by establishing – already at the outset – cooperation with
universities and research centres, and this enabled them to obtain advanced
scientific knowledge for advice, opinions and evaluations geared to such
things as project-designing or testing the energy efficiency of new plant
and equipment.
Still with a view to establishing links between the local and global sphere,
some projects led to specific programmes geared to formalising and
capitalising on the lessons learnt during the project itself or in other
initiatives, particularly in the field of sustainable architecture. These
programmes took the form of a forum in which the various stakeholders
(national government, local administration, architects associations,
developers, etc.) could discuss the outcomes of the various experimental
actions implemented in constructing sustainable buildings and housing
estates.
Although not playing a key role in itself, this factor is still important –
especially when viewed within the context of an overall transformation of the
global dynamics of knowledge and the current changes in the way scientific
and technological research is produced and valorised.
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Indicators

TE3.1 Access to local cognitive capital in designing and managing
activities
TE3.2 Institutional learning on the basis of one’s own and others’
experience
TE3.3 Creation and participation in international networks involving ecosustainable experiences
TE3.4 Establishment of new disciplinary specialisation pertaining to ecosustainable experiences

TE3: LINK BETWEEN LOCAL COGNITIVE CAPITAL AND GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE
Process
T

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4
X

V5
X

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TE4
Technical assistance and maintenance
Rationale

With energy technologies, every innovation involves forms of technology
transfer affecting all the buildings in the territory to varying degrees (private
homes, condominiums, public buildings, industrial plants, etc.).
This very transferable nature of energy technologies highlights the
importance of developing a widespread network of TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE AND MAINTENANCE as an enabling factor involving a broad
range of people in order to guarantee such things as timely action in case of
breakdowns, adequate availability throughout the day of personnel for
checking equipment, the immediate availability of spare parts and the proper
prevention of possible factors that could jeopardise plant and equipment as
well as citizens’ own safety.
This is an important aspect in view of the fact that spreading new
technologies often precedes the creation of a suitable assistance and
maintenance network. Although this may be acceptable in the case of
technologies with low social and economic impact, it is particularly
dangerous in the case of complex technological systems concerning whole
communities.

Description

One strategy adopted by some promoters (particularly by local
administrations) to provide adequate technical assistance to plant and
equipment is to set up energy advice centres, independently of the energy
technology providing firms, in order to provide advice to citizens on what to
do at home with regard to insulation, energy saving, and energy and heat
production from renewable sources. This advice is often geared to guiding
citizens within the complex picture of state and regional tax incentives.
In other cases, the projects proactively tried to promote assistance services to
firms, public utilities or local authorities in planning their own strategies for
increasing energy efficiency or for producing clean energy.
In the cases examined, there was also a propensity to set up preventive
maintenance systems in order save time and costs in bringing broken-down
equipment back into operation.
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Indicators

TE4.1 Access to networks of professionals for technical assistance
TE4.2 Presence of over-the-counter services for assistance and advice
TE4.3 Start-up of maintenance services
TE4.4 Acknowledgement of the priority of prevention in maintenance

TE4: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND MAINTENANCE
Process
T

Direction
E

R1 R2 R3
X X X

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TE5
Flexible project-designing geared to complexity
Rationale

One of the indications emerging from the analysis of eco-sustainable projects
is that, in order for technologies of high social impact – including energy
ones – to be socially accepted and to work effectively, they must be
conceived and, above all, transferred bearing in mind the growing complexity
characterising contemporary societies.
There are various factors contributing to this trend towards social complexity.
The most prominent of these include increased social differentiation (in
cultural, demographic and economic terms, but increasingly nurtured by a
diversification of people’s personal choices and lifestyles), the strengthening
and spreading – among citizens – of the legitimate expectation of seeing
their own needs fulfilled in the relationship with service providers (e.g.,
comfort, cleanliness or individual autonomy), as well as the presence in
society of some broad emerging transformation dynamics (linked to such
things as international migrations, an ageing population or changes in family
structure).
All this highlights the importance of FLEXIBLE PROJECT-DESIGNING
GEARED TO COMPLEXITY as the enabler of energy transition. Projectdesigning that can thus rapidly adapt to the different needs of citizens and
of different social groups.

Description

The experiences analysed offer some indications on how this kind of projectdesigning can be achieved.
In this regard, it is interesting to note the various actions geared to coming to
terms with some phenomena emerging in the territory and society as a whole.
For instance, many initiatives aimed at building eco-sustainable
neighbourhoods that can house social groups and families with different
needs (young couples, low-income and high-income families, immigrants,
etc.) by offering a balanced mix of housing including free-hold properties,
rented accommodation and council tenancies. Some of them were planned
also with a view to prevent urban sprawling.
Some projects envisaged building homes to meet the needs, for example, of
Islamic residents, the elderly with physical problems and the disabled. In
other cases, “modulable” and flexible homes were designed which could be
modified on the residents’ request.
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Some initiatives particularly paid attention to citizens’ expectations
(comfort, convenience, security, etc.). Examples of this are the various
initiatives which introduced an urban traffic arrangement which could
combine needs for mobility with those of comfort (elimination of noise) and
road safety (especially for children).
It is also worth mentioning the many actions which adopted a holistic
approach by developing project-designing methods that can consider all the
variables concerned (quality of materials used, eating habits, refuse
management, water use, ways of producing energy from renewable sources,
energy saving in homes, mobility and transportation, etc.). Some promoters
followed another path: that of “reducing complexity” by adopting such things
as already tried and tested technologies produced on an industrial scale in
order to minimise maintenance problems and repair costs in case of
breakdown.

Indicators

TE5.1

Project-designing attentive to different social classes

TE5.2

Project-designing sensitive to urban structure

TE5.3

Project-designing taking beneficiary families’ lifestyles and
characteristics into account

TE5.4

Project-designing attentive to cultural diversity

TE5.5

Project-designing attentive to needs for comfort and cleanliness

TE5.6

Project-designing sensitive to daily-life organisation
(convenience)

TE5.7

Project-designing attentive to aesthetic pleasure

TE5.8

Project-designing attentive to individual and family autonomy

TE5. 9

Project-designing considering the need for security

TE5.10 A holistic approach to project-designing
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TE5.11 Project-designing attentive to long-term economic dynamics

TE5.12 Inclusion of energy performance as a project-designing
parameter

TE5.13 Ad-hoc technological project-designing for large-scale
consumers

TE5: FLEXIBLE PROJECT-DESIGNING GEARED TO COMPLEXITY
Process
T

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5
X

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TE6
Spreading of technological responsibility
Rationale

The sustainability of energy transition programmes does not depend solely
on public authorities or specialised personnel. There are indeed many
subjects and sectors of society involved, either because they have a role in
technology transfer processes (including the user’s role) or because they are
stakeholders (economic, political, environmental protection, etc.) concerning
the new technology introduced or the abandoning of the old one.
In this regard, the energy transition process cannot be viewed other than as a
social undertaking in which everyone (technicians, builders, public service
heads, civil society organisations, users, etc.) can express their own
“technological responsibility”, that is, they can play their own part in
facilitating the emergence of a post-carbon society.
The SPREADING OF TECHNOLOGICAL RESPONSIBILITY is thus a constitutive
factor of the energy transition process. This is not an abstract or ideological
matter. If we view energy transition only as a purely technological or political
question with only a few actors involved, then many of the functions
(economic, organisational, political, relational, cultural and so on) necessary
for implementing this transition cannot be catered to by anyone, with the risk
that the projects and experiments carried out will remain one-off experiences
for a long time.

Description

Examples of the taking on of technological responsibility were found when
analysing the anticipatory experiences.
A significant aspect, for example, was the proactive attitude of citizens in
promoting, sustaining and implementing programmes geared to
sustainability (such as, when defining and introducing new plans for
mobility or in designing and implementing new procedures for differentiated
refuse collection) as well as, in some cases, their direct economic
involvement in supporting the adoption of new technologies.
Similar cases were found (in some projects, and overcoming the initial
resistance) also with engineers and architects, who autonomously took on
specific responsibilities such as in searching for new technical solutions, in
spreading eco-sustainable technologies in the local market or in guaranteeing
the validity and safety of new technologies for the general public.
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Technological responsibility is undoubtedly something that must be grasped
within a broader change of relations between science and society, and the
search for new and more effective forms of governance of contemporary
societies.

Indicators

TE6.1 Divulgation and commercialisation of technologies by architects
and engineers
TE6.2 Citizens’ economic commitment in adopting new technologies
TE6.3 Citizens’ adoption of ecologically sustainable technological
solutions (differentiated refuse collection, urban transportation
plans, etc.)
TE6.4 Increasing eco-sustainable behaviour

TE6: SPREADING OF TECHNOLOGICAL RESPONSIBILITY
Process
T

Direction
E

R1
X

R2
X

R3
X

V1
X

V2
X

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TE7
Continuous innovation
Rationale

In the field of post-carbon technologies there is a continuous improvement
of energy performance of equipment (insulation, solar panels, photovoltaic
panels, wind turbines, etc.). However, this does not mean, per se, that it will
accelerate energy transition, which is not only facilitated by new inventions
but especially by a widespread and continuous process of dissemination,
adaptation and development of new technological approaches in the various
local and national contexts.
In this sense, an intelligent and realistic action of continuous innovation –
through such things as regular updating of one’s own operative procedures,
the development of medium- and long-term technological renovation
strategies or the implementation of experimental programmes to improve the
technology adopted or the ways it is marketed, used or managed – must be
grasped as a necessary condition for success of energy transition
programmes.

Description

Many examples of continuous innovation were found in the experiences
examined, in sectors like refuse disposal management (e.g., by using robots
or underground automatic separation systems for differentiated refuse
collection) the use of sustainable materials, the experimentation of biofuels,
the construction of wind turbines for single family homes, heat insulation
techniques or improvement of technologies for electricity and heat
production.
Continuous innovation is also facilitated by more general trends in the way
scientific and technological research is produced and by the consolidation of
a broad set of global knowledge regarding eco-sustainable energy easily
available to all.

Indicators

TE7.1 Developing environmental technologies on the basis of research
results
TE7.2 Investing routinely in technological updating
TE7.3 Implementing pilot studies to experiment innovative technologies
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TE7.4 Making the most of opportunities offered by ICT for innovation in
the ecological sustainability field
TE7.5 Adopting new technical solutions

TE7: CONTINUOUS INNOVATION
Process
T

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1

V2

V3

V4
X

V5
X

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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Chapter Six
Obstacles
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FACTOR TO1
Resistance to innovation
by professionals and developers
Rationale

One of the most significant and, in some respects, more paradoxical aspects
emerging from the analysis of projects geared to eco-sustainability is that the
greatest resistance to energy transition often comes from the very people
entrusted with implementing them, and namely professionals, technicians
and developers.
The introduction of post-carbon technologies necessarily conflicts with
consolidated work habits (e.g., of architects, engineers, planners and other
technical people) which are difficult to give up and that the people concerned
often do not wish to give up, as well as with the interests of developers who
are reluctant to invest when the return on their investment is not immediately
clear or certain. This RESISTANCE TO INNOVATION BY PROFESSIONALS AND
DEVELOPERS is thus an obstacle to starting up a socio-technological process
and can lead to such things as: slowdowns in implementing initiatives,
conflicts with promoters, a reduction of the more ambitious aspects of the
interventions from an energy and social standpoint.

Description

In the research, widespread prejudice was found among professionals
regarding the real effectiveness of thermal solar panels in energy saving.
Further resistance was due to difficulties in including solar panels in one’s
projects, which were difficult to integrate in the aesthetic and functional
aspects of the buildings. In still other cases, the scientific community of
architects had negative views on projects for building eco-sustainable housing
estates.
As regards developers, their resistance was often due to the fact that they
could not gain any benefit from introducing eco-sustainable energy systems
in view of the installation costs, which were either covered by public
subsidies directly granted to house buyers themselves or had to be included in
the price of the home (thereby increasing the risk of the investment made).
More generally, developers showed a certain difficulty in accepting or
adapting to new standards (with regard to parking lots, spaces, materials,
heating systems, etc.) imposed on them in the construction of eco-sustainable
buildings and housing estates.
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In one of the cases examined, there was such developer resistance to these
standards – in that specific situation concerning homes tailored to the needs
of Islamic families and thus with a particular space arrangement – that, in the
end, it was not possible to complete the whole project. Finally, in other cases,
after their initial strong participation, the builders showed a gradual loss of
commitment in supporting the more innovative aspects in the project as
regards environmental and energy matters.

Indicators

TO1.1 No confidence in renewable energy production technologies
TO1.2 Architects and engineers’ reluctance and hostility
TO1.3 Builders’ scant interest in energy saving
TO1.4 Builder’s scepticism regarding established energy goals
TO1.5 Builders’ resistance due to low profitability of eco-sustainable
projects
TO1.6 Builders’ poor attention to social aspects
TO1.7 Builders’ resistance to technological solutions accommodating
cultural diversity
TO1.8 Builders’ gradual loss of commitment during the project as
regards the highly innovative nature of eco-sustainable projects

TO1: RESISTANCE TO INNOVATION BY PROFESSIONALS AND DEVELOPERS
Process
T

Direction
O

R1 R2 R3
X

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5
X

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO2
Citizens’ resistance linked to the search for
individual and family autonomy
Rationale

The study found great resistance to innovation on the part of the people
concerned, above all, when it meant changing lifestyles or when it was
perceived as something limiting their individual or family autonomy
(consumption decisions, use of space outside and inside the home, behaviours
linked to home ventilation, etc.).
CITIZENS’ RESISTANCE LINKED TO THE SEARCH FOR INDIVIDUAL AND
FAMILY AUTONOMY is an obstacle found, above all, when adopting
behaviours that differ from the ones expected by those promoting the use of
eco-sustainable technologies. These behaviours sometimes undermine the
very introduction of new energy solutions.

Description

Examples of this kind of resistance were found in the case of residents of
neighbourhoods with low environmental impact who were exposed to
broad awareness-raising programmes on energy saving. These people showed
behaviours such as increasing the use of electrical appliances and standby
devices in the home, purchasing and using bigger cars with a higher fuel
consumption, or by increasing the number of flights paid, at times, with
money saved by reducing energy consumption. These behaviours must be
interpreted as the expression of a strong trend towards autonomy, especially
in view of the fact that they were widely found among people long exposed to
awareness-raising initiatives regarding energy saving. Moreover, it must be
noted that, in some cases, the increase in energy costs deriving from these
behaviours was even higher than the saving obtained by the introduction of
new energy technologies.
More explicit resistance was found in initiatives envisaging the shift to
district heating or condominium central heating, where users who were used
to their own independent heating system refused to connect to the new
system.
These phenomena undoubtedly indicate broader and widespread processes of
growth of individual subjectivity which, in turn, affect relations between
science, technology and society.
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Indicators

TO2.1

Tendency to maintain high energy consumption also in families
exposed to intense awareness-raising campaigns on energy
saving

TO2.2

Energy saving obtained through new technological solutions
undermined by the beneficiaries’ increasing use of consumer
goods

TO2.3

Children and teenagers’ tendency to waste electricity

TO2.4

Inhabitants’ resistance to using condominium installations

TO2: CITIZENS’ RESISTANCE LINKED TO THE SEARCH FOR INDIVIDUAL
AND FAMILY AUTONOMY

Process
T

Direction
O

R1

R2
X

R3

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO3
Disagreement on practical solutions concerning
the organisation of daily life (convenience)
Rationale

The shift to a post-carbon society is linked not only to the introduction of new
technologies, but also to the emergence of a different organisation of daily
life more geared to energy saving and to cutting consumption.
In particular, as regards mobility and housing, solutions such as living
without a car, drastically reducing trips outside one’s neighbourhood,
promoting mixed home/office buildings and
supporting collectivist
organisational forms were widely adopted by the promoters of the
anticipatory experiences analysed in the study.
These very attempts are linked to the obstacle entitled DISAGREEMENT ON
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS CONCERNING THE ORGANISATION OF DAILY LIFE
(CONVENIENCE). Citizens cannot give up convenience – meant as the need

to solve problems of scheduling their activities and, more generally, to save
time and immediately access, with no prior notice, all the goods and services
making up daily life.

Description

The phenomena found in the project include protests against the low number
of parking lots, the attempts made to get round the restrictions on car
use, the re-conversion of mixed home/office buildings to simple dwellings
on the part of owners, phenomena of “leaving one’s neighbourhood” either
to go to big supermarkets and shopping centres (by car) or to spend one’s free
time.
This obstacle is linked to the increased value people place on convenience in
all aspects of social life.

Indicators

TO3.1

Resistance to restrictions on automobile use

TO3.2

Residents’ tendency to spend their free time in other
neighbourhoods for lack of opportunities

TO3.3

Conflict of interest between the introduction of new technologies
and other needs of large-scale users
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TO3.4

Disagreement on the purchase and use of mixed home/office
buildings

TO3: DISAGREEMENT ON PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS CONCERNING
THE ORGANISATION OF DAILY LIFE (CONVENIENCE)
Process
T

Direction
O

R1

R2
X

R3
X

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO4
Tensions linked to the protection of privacy
and to individual and family security
Rationale

Energy transition, as found in the anticipatory experiences, also comes
about through widespread innovation envisaging the dissemination of new
technologies directly in people’s homes.
However, this kind of change risks creating TENSIONS LINKED TO THE
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND TO INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY SECURITY. To
meet this need, users sometimes act contrary to expectations thereby
considerably reducing the positive impacts derived from the use of
sustainable technologies.

Description

The study found how some residents tried to guarantee their own privacy by
putting up curtains in windows of passive homes, thereby reducing energy
efficiency. Tensions linked to privacy were also found in eco-sustainable
urban-planning initiatives which tended to favour a density of housing
perceived by many residents as a limitation of their own privacy. Some
technologies introduced were replaced because they were perceived – or
actually were – dangerous to people’s health.
This obstacle, like the previous ones, expresses people’s more general
concern for privacy and health (which is an emerging trait in contemporary
societies), which also comes across in people’s relationship with scientific
and technological innovation.

Indicators

TO4.1

Inefficient use of technology for privacy reasons

TO4.2

Housing density perceived as a disadvantage

TO4.3

Risks to health linked to the technology used

TO4: TENSIONS LINKED TO THE PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND TO INDIVIDUAL AND
FAMILY SECURITY

Process
T

Direction
O

R1

R2
X

R3

V1

V2
X

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO5
Resistance due to essential needs for
comfort and cleanliness
Rationale

The shift to the post-carbon society will certainly lead to important changes
in citizens’ “habitat”, at various levels: within urban spaces, mobility,
private homes, work places and public services.
Changes in people’s living environment are not always fully accepted,
though. At times, they are resisted, especially because people believe they
affect (and they often do) the standards of comfort and cleanliness they are
used to – standards they themselves consider as essential needs and thus
hardly negotiable, even when vital issues are at stake such as energy saving
or the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. This RESISTANCE DUE TO
ESSENTIAL NEEDS FOR COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS are thus an obstacle to
the transition to a post-carbon society.

Description

It is possible to cite various examples of how needs for comfort and
cleanliness are dominant for people compared to eco-sustainability goals.
It was found how, in some cases, people used the special areas in a passive
home that are dedicated to indoor and outdoor temperature compensation as
normal rooms, thereby wasting heat and energy.
In other cases, for reasons of cleanliness, people replaced their water-saving
lavatories with more traditional ones. Finally, in various surveys conducted
among inhabitants of new eco-sustainable neighbourhoods, the residents’
decision to move there was firstly based on aspects of comfort and only
secondarily on environmental aspects.
Despite being often neglected, this hindering factor may carry significant
weight in the success of initiatives geared to energy transition.

Indicators

TO5.1

Inefficient use of technology for comfort reasons

TO5.2

Substitution of technology by users because it is considered
inadequate
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TO5.3

Priority of comfort over environmental aspects in people’s
decision-making

TO5: RESISTANCE DUE TO ESSENTIAL NEEDS FOR COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS
Process
T

Direction
O

R1

R2
X

R3

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO6
Prejudice towards energy transition
Rationale

One of the main difficulties in shifting to an eco-sustainable society is
overcoming the inertia of social dynamics that are deeply linked to carbonbased energy production.
This inertia comes across in the PREJUDICE TOWARDS ENERGY
TRANSITION, especially as regards its actual implementation (because it may
be considered too expensive and complicated) and usefulness (many ecosustainable technologies are widely considered to be inefficient and even
harmful).
The presence of this prejudice, as one can easily imagine, is a great obstacle
on the road to widespread social acceptance of post-carbon technologies.

Description

Prejudice towards eco-sustainable technologies was found in several
anticipatory experiences.
These prejudices (without going into how valid they may be) include: the
idea that energy saving deriving from using solar panels does not compensate
the energy needed to produce them in the first place; the idea that solar panels
are unsuitable for urban contexts; fears concerning energy production from
refuse; the belief that windmills are dangerous for birds.
Further difficulties are linked to people’s resistance to invest in equipment
for the production of renewable energy, certainly linked to poor knowledge
of the subject (such as the legal and fiscal aspects), but also to the idea that
investing in these technologies is complicated and risky.
In some cases, paradoxically, there were even users’ excessive expectations
regarding the performance of solar panels installed in their own homes
(particularly as regards very ecologically-friendly panels).

Indicators

TO6.1

Media dissemination of a negative image of innovative
experiences

TO6.2

Presence of stereotyping and prejudice regarding eco-sustainable
technologies
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TO6.3

Poor knowledge of the advantages of new technologies

TO6.4

Cognitive type resistance to investing in energy efficiency on the
part of citizens

TO6.5

Excessive user expectations regarding technology use

TO6: PREJUDICE TOWARDS ENERGY TRANSITION
Process
T

Direction
O

R1

R2
X

R3
X

V1

V2

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO7
Poor socialisation of technological innovation
Rationale

The transition to a post-carbon society risks slowing down if some necessary
social mechanisms enabling the “socialisation of eco-sustainable
technologies” are not activated. That is, if these technologies are not fully
absorbed at the local level in terms of the capacity of use, management,
maintenance, repair and, if necessary, modification and change.
It is in this light that the obstacle of POOR SOCIALISATION OF
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION must be interpreted. A non-“socialised”
technology (and there are many cases of this, such as in the field of
international cooperation for development) remains alien to the local context
and produces dependency effects (e.g., with respect to foreign or
multinational firms not present locally, technicians coming from outside or
materials and tools that must be brought in from outside the local sphere).

Description

The study found some signs of a poor socialisation of technological
innovation.
These include such things as the absence, discontinuity or poor accessibility
of technical assistance and maintenance services, the inadequate availability
of installers for the new equipment introduced, and the poor quality of locally
available technology supplies.

Indicators

TO7.1

Absence of technicians and networks of professionals for
installation and maintenance purposes

TO7.2

Low economic appeal of the maintenance field

TO7.3

Poor quality of technology supplies

TO7.4

Lack of continuity in technical assistance services

TO7.5

Lack of specific services for starting up or facilitating the
maintenance of installations for collective consumers

TO7.6

Lack of guarantees and assurance in the adoption of post-carbon
technologies
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TO7.7

Dependence for technology used from abroad

TO7.8

Limited interests for eco-sustainable experiences by some key
players

TO7: POOR SOCIALISATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
Process
T

Direction
O

R1
X

R2
X

R3
X

V1
X

V2

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO8
Presence of critical aspects and
errors in project-designing
Rationale

Another obstacle which can weigh heavily on energy transition processes is
the PRESENCE OF CRITICAL ASPECTS AND ERRORS IN PROJECT-DESIGNING
concerning eco-sustainable plant and equipment.
This phenomenon concerns technologies themselves as much as the way they
are transferred to new social, economic and environmental contexts.
This obstacle may, at least in general terms, be ascribed to many different
factors such as the objective difficulty in designing the technologies
introduced, the project-designers’ lack of specific grounding, the way some
aspects of technology transfer are underestimated, the haste in which some
projects were designed and implemented or the difficult political context they
were conceived and developed in.

Description

The project-designing difficulties and errors found in the study are of various
kinds.
The following were recorded, in particular: problems in assessing the weight
of citizens’ and users’ expectations with regard to such things as comfort,
practicality, privacy or security; mistakes in forecasting some important
trends (e.g., demographic trends in the area); critical aspects found when
introducing the technology in the local architectural, environmental, social
and economic context; project-designing errors (the wrong technological
solutions; mistakes in project scaling; calculation errors in evaluating the
effects of using certain construction materials on energy saving, etc.).
This phenomenon involves various more general dynamics linked to the
management of science and technology, and to large scale social and cultural
transformations found in all contemporary societies.

Indicators

TO8.1

Lack of project-designing in relation to comfort

TO8.2

Lack of project-designing in relation to the comfort of the
elderly and of the disabled

TO8.3

Lack of project-designing in relation to citizens’ needs to
organise their daily life (convenience)
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TO8.4

Lack of project-designing in relation to aesthetic pleasure

TO8.5

Lack of project-designing in relation to privacy

TO8.6

Lack of project-designing in relation to security

TO8.7

Demographic forecasting errors in the project-designing of new
eco-sustainable housing estates

TO8.8

Errors in energy saving calculations

TO8.9

Errors in technological development forecasts

TO8.10 Instability of technological decisions over time
TO8.11 Lack of project-designing in relation to project scaling down
TO8.12 Inadequacy of the technological solutions adopted
TO8.13 Errors due to the excessive haste in project-designing
TO8.14 Non-implementation of part of the innovations envisaged in
project-designing
TO8.15 Use of inadequate calculus methods and materials for solar panel
installation
TO8.16 Unfavourable environmental elements for energy saving projects
TO8.17

Existing architectural elements unfavourable to energy saving
projects

TO8.18

Presence of urban structure elements unfavourable to the
inclusion of passive houses

TO8: PRESENCE OF CRITICAL ASPECTS AND ERRORS IN PROJECT-DESIGNING
Process
T

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5
X

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO9
Presence of critical aspects concerning
the poor competence of technicians
Rationale

The decision to adopt new generation energy technologies that break with the
developmental continuity of previous technologies also means a “leap
forward” in the preparation of the technical personnel who will then have
to physically run them. In many cases, it is a question of setting aside a
whole stock of theoretical and practical knowledge, of operational schemes
and even professional habits in order to take on completely new ones.
This does not always happen, or it may come about slowly, incompletely or
intermittently. The PRESENCE OF CRITICAL ASPECTS CONCERNING THE
POOR COMPETENCE OF TECHNICIANS is an obstacle which may create
different kinds of problems that may jeopardise the success of projects geared
to energy eco-sustainability and slow down the whole transition process
towards more efficient and clean energy.

Description

The projects examined all concerned experiences of excellence and so there
were very few situations of poor competence on the part of technical staff.
However, some aspects can still be mentioned, such as: not using local
personnel in the installation and maintenance of wind turbines owing to their
lack of proper training; the failure of a project component envisaging the
creation of a fleet of electric cars for local administration staff, owing to a
lack of specifically trained local technicians; poor knowledge of construction
techniques for low energy homes on the part of engineers and technicians of
the construction firms involved; the lack of jurists with grounding in dealing
with environmental legislation; the poor training of locally available
plumbers in operating on district heating systems.

Indicators

TO9.1

The technical staff’s lack of knowledge and experience

TO9.2

The lack of availability of professionals linked to the new
technologies introduced

TO9.3

Poor competence of staff responsible for the maintenance of the
new energy technologies
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TO9: PRESENCE OF CRITICAL ASPECTS CONCERNING THE POOR COMPETENCE OF
TECHNICIANS

Process
T

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3

V1

V2

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR TO10
Poor knowledge-management orientation
Rationale

During the research, it became apparent how more advanced experience in
the energy field can spearhead the energy transition, at a local level as much
as a global one (see the ability to make the most of lessons learnt, PE3).
However, this can only take place to the extent that the promoters of the
innovative projects show an interest in valorising the knowledge gained, also
to the advantage of others.
Unfortunately, this is not always the case. A POOR KNOWLEDGEMANAGEMENT ORIENTATION is an obstacle that arises when eco-sustainable
project managers seem to have a low aptitude and substantial incapacity to
preserve, organise and interpret the knowledge gained and to share it with
others.

Description

This poor orientation to knowledge management may come about in various
ways.
One particularly significant indication is the lack of development – on the
part of project promoters – of specific actions geared to knowledge
building and sharing (e.g., taking part in international networks, organising
moments of internal or public reflection on the project, drafting evaluation
reports and documents, establishing stable relations with other project
promoters, etc.).
Another indication is the absence of networks or moments of exchange and
common reflection among the various actors involved in the project (public
administration representatives, professionals, builders, etc.) as well as the
lack of communication channels between the various administrative levels
involved (so that the experiences achieved at a local level do not resonate at a
national one).

Indicators

TO10.1 Builders’ reluctance to take part in training programmes and
initiatives
TO10.2 Lack of competence exchanges and sharing between different
professionals
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TO10.3 Lack of transfer of knowledge and technologies of ecosustainable initiatives in the national context
TO10.4 Lack of actions aimed at cumulating and transferring knowledge
pertaining to technical and administrative skills

TO10: POOR KNOWLEDGE-MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION
Process
T

Direction
O

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5
X

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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SECTION FOUR
THE POLITICAL SOCIETAL PROCESS
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In energy transition, politics is certainly no less important than technology.
How important politics is, in fact, can be easily understand. Energy transition
involves all citizens, affects consolidated interests, challenges entrenched decision
making and administrative routines, requires local, national and international
investment which, without exaggeration, is huge, has profound economic impacts
and is able to activate widespread and continuous forms of collective
mobilisation.
Bearing this in mind, it is difficult to imagine that energy transition can
develop without political decisions being taken at the right time, in the right way
and in the right direction, involving key stakeholders, anticipating and interpreting
demands from different economic and social sectors, keeping public attention
focused on issues of eco-sustainability when it begins to wane, managing the
conflicts that inevitably arise and facilitating public and private investment in
energy transition.
Just as the technological process cannot be reduced to a mere matter of
technical choices, neither can the political process be reduced to only a set of
more or less effective policies.
As we have said, it is a societal process that goes far beyond the single action
of institutions and the range of individual programmes. It concerns, more
generally, deep social and economic pressures, which cannot be handled by the
usual decision-making mechanisms. New forms of governance need to be
developed which are more articulated, flexible, inclusive and sophisticated.
Overall, 26 constitutive factors referring to the Political Societal Process
have been identified, of which 15 enablers and 11 obstacles.
The enablers are:
PE1.
PE2.
PE3.

Presence of leadership of adequate quality
Programming the political process
Citizens’ orientation to change
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PE4.

Other actors’ orientation to change

PE5.
PE6.
PE7.
PE8.
PE9.

Citizens’ active participation in the energy transition
Building consensus
Public communication and awareness-raising
Starting up a networking system
Capacity building of citizens and of public administration staff

PE10.
PE11.
PE12.
PE13.
PE14.

Creating an adequate and flexible regulatory framework
Functioning of an integrated networked fund-raising system
Decision making
Adopting a high quality management system
Self-reflexivity and applying lessons learnt

PE15. Social, cultural and economic impact
The obstacles are:
PO1. Resistance in public administration
PO2. Resistance by political forces
PO3. Opposition of movements and citizens
PO4. Juridical and administrative difficulties
PO5. Poor control over costs
PO6. Difficulty in accessing funds
PO7. Undesired effects of user selection
PO8. Poor capacity to control energy performance and system quality
PO9. Shortcomings in the circulation of technical, social and political
information
PO10. Citizens’ poor self-reliance in using eco-sustainable technologies
PO11. Low priority given to energy saving by public service providers
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Chapter Seven
Enablers
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FACTOR PE1
Presence of leadership of adequate quality
Rationale

Implementing initiatives geared to eco-sustainability is a complex
undertaking – in some respects because they have technical, political and
social implications which are complex, widespread and only partly
predictable, and also because management practices have not yet been
completely consolidated (it is not by chance that most initiatives implemented
in this field are still of an experimental or demonstrative kind).
For this very reason, the PRESENCE OF LEADERSHIP OF ADEQUATE
QUALITY is generally an important factor in implementing public policies
within those geared to sustaining and accelerating the energy transition.

Description

The field study showed how this factor can have different features. Firstly,
since they are experiences of high technological content, the technical
capacity of leaders becomes particularly important. In general, managers of
the initiatives examined had a solid disciplinary grounding and, in some
cases, had already implemented projects geared to eco-sustainability. At
times, in carrying out their tasks, they are flanked by a network of trusted
professionals who have different specialisations. Another important element
is managers’ mobilisation and convocation capacity. Some of them, for
example, as well as having technical skills, also have charismatic leadership
qualities that can gather consensus around an initiative. A third element
emerging from the analysis of the projects is the continuity of project
leadership commitment, sometimes even after the project is completed; this
commitment reflects a more general inclination to “militancy” in the field of
ecological responsibility (it must be said, in this regard, that some projects
examined are led by managers who had, in the past, also been activists in
environmental organisations).
These traits define a kind of leadership (such as a non-routine one focused on
commitment and personal motivation, and based on a far-ranging “vision” of
the environmental issue) which is still fairly unusual in public
administrations.
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Indicators

PE1.1 High technical competence of leaders
PE1.2 The promoters’ continuity of commitment, also after completing
the activities
PE1.3 Charismatic qualities of leaders

PE1 PRESENCE OF LEADERSHIP OF ADEQUATE QUALITY
Process
P

Direction
E

R1 R2 R3
X

V1
X

V2
X

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE2
Programming the political process
Rationale

As already said in the first part of this report, the transition towards a postcarbon society does not only mean introducing new technologies, but also
tends to come about where there is a political-societal process enabling these
very technologies to spread and take root in people’s lives and habits, and to
adapt to the various local contexts.
The projects examined, however, suggest that the political-societal process is
never a spontaneous phenomenon but requires adequate programming
through specific management practices. PROGRAMMING THE POLITICAL
PROCESS is one of the constitutive factors enabling energy transition.

Description

Some of the practices of programming the political process were identified
during the analysis. One finding, in this regard, is the promoters’ propensity
to adopt forms of “open” programming that can change over time
depending on how the experience develops. After a pioneer phase (sometimes
also ideologically oriented and normally aimed at very ambitious goals),
some initiatives were deeply reprogrammed thereby entering a more
“realistic” phase which allowed them, for example, to come to terms with the
actual market dynamics, to establish intermediate goals enabling them to
trace, step by step, more concrete transition paths or to better arrange the
available resources according to priorities. Another important element is the
adoption of explicit methodological approaches (approaches based on a
constant link between action in the territory and research activities; strongly
pragmatic problem-solving activities, even if not devoid of a general strategic
orientation, etc.). In some cases, more than one approach was used,
depending on needs (e.g., adopting a top-down approach when promoting
demonstrative projects, and a bottom-up approach when implementing
actions of great social impact). An important element emerging from the
analysis is the presence, upstream, of clearly defined general political
orientations which help, for example, to identify the priority social groups to
be sustained, the behavioural models to privilege or the long-term goals to be
pursued.
Programming the political process undoubtedly links up with a more general
transformation of public policy management mechanisms, also with a
view to governing the rapid changes (migration processes, ageing processes,
changing dynamics of poverty and social exclusion, etc.) taking place in
contemporary societies.
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Indicators

PE2.1 Open programming
PE2.2 Access to different professional skills in policymaking
PE2.3 Adopting a system of general explicit policy orientations
PE2.4 Adopting specific methodological approaches
PE2.5 Attention to the international debate on environmental
sustainability
PE2.6 Planning projects based on demographic and social forecasts

PE2. PROGRAMMING THE POLITICAL PROCESS
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2
X

V3
X

V4

V5
X

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE3
Citizens’ orientation to change
Rationale

Eco-sustainable projects, by nature, have not only technical or merely
organisational implications but also economic, political and social ones not
always easy to handle – especially in difficult or penalising social contexts.
That is why one enabler that can have significant weight – above all, with
initiatives extensively involving the population – is CITIZENS’ ORIENTATION
TO CHANGE, a factor which could create a favourable social environment for
energy transition and that can come about in concrete and proactive ways.

Description

Examples of citizens’ active mobilisation were often found in the experiences
examined. Sometimes, this positive orientation is favoured by some specific
circumstances such as the strong presence of highly educated people among
the beneficiaries (normally more sensitive to eco-environmental issues) or of
a tradition of local environmentalist mobilisation. In other cases, the
emergence of a positive attitude to change is brought about by the project
itself, such as by getting citizens to become co-owners of the new
technological plant and equipment (thereby encouraging a widespread feeling
of project ownership among the population). A comforting finding, above all
with regard to the future, is that almost all the promoters of the initiatives
examined found a significant and generalised growth in people’s awareness
of eco-sustainability issues over the last few years.
The key point is that those involved in promoting eco-sustainable initiatives
have to know these dynamics and to know how to effectively identify and
involve the more active social actors, bringing them over “to their side”, so to
speak.
This means, especially on the part of public administrations, having a
capacity to interpret the reality which constitutes one of the foundation
elements of the institutional transition currently underway in all advanced
societies.
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Indicators

PE3.1 Citizens attentive to the economic advantages of the energy
transition
PE3.2 Previous experience of environmental commitment on the part of
civil society
PE3.3 Greater chance of involving ecologically sensitive people
(women, highly educated people)
PE3.4 Sense of ownership by citizens and firms of initiatives aimed at
the post-carbon society.

PE3 CITIZENS’ ORIENTATION TO CHANGE
Process
P

Direction
E

R1

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE4
Other actors’ orientation to change
Rationale

Besides citizens’ orientation to change (PE3), the willingness to do so of
other actors directly or indirectly involved in promoting and implementing
the project is also crucial, such as local politicians, public administrations,
technical personnel and construction firms.
One could think that these actors, because they are directly involved, must
necessarily show a propensity to change. However, the experiences examined
show how this may not always be true and how, paradoxically, it is among
these very actors that there is often a tendency to maintain the status quo (see
PO1, PO2 and TO1, for example). For this reason, OTHER ACTORS’
ORIENTATION TO CHANGE must be considered as an enabling factor in the
political-societal process.

Description

Indicators

As with citizens’ orientation to change (PE3), here, too, a tendency to
mobilise may be due to various reasons. One of these is, obviously, the
prospect of obtaining economic benefits (such as with construction firms) or
of having commercial and image benefits (as with firms supplying and
installing the new technologies introduced). Another decidedly important
aspect is the creation of a “strong” and convincing vision which the
different actors can identify with, of the possibility of establishing a postcarbon society, as well as the determination and will of local political
forces to support the project by putting forward their own credibility with
respect to the electorate.

PE4.1 High motivation of the actors involved in implementing the ecosustainable projects
PE4.2 Involving small-scale builders in eco-sustainable initiatives
PE4.3 Perceiving the novelty and opportunities of eco-sustainable
architecture
PE4.4 Creating a common vision for the various local actors involved in
the energy transition
PE4.5 Stakeholder perception of the economic and commercial
advantages of producing renewable energy
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PE4.6 A prevailing environmentalist orientation of the political forces of
local administration
PE4.7 The view of eco-sustainable projects as laboratories energy
transition
PE4.8 The view of energy transition as “within reach” of ecosustainable project promoters
PE4.9 A political will to promote experiences of sustainability

PE4 OTHER ACTORS’ ORIENTATION TO CHANGE
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3
X

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE5
Citizens’ active participation
in the energy transition
Rationale

Citizens’ participation in public policies has been a constant theme of
political reflection for many decades in all advanced societies and is a key
point in the institutional transition from “government”, i.e., from forms of
government focusing on the public actor’s action, to more detailed forms of
“governance” based on the participation of many social actors, including
citizens. However, it is without doubt that, even today, the creation of spaces
for participation is often viewed – above all, by many public administrations
– as an unnecessary factor producing “complication”, because it extends
times, because it brings too many actors into play with very different ideas
among them or because it triggers processes whose outcomes are not very
predictable and thus difficult to control by political leaders.
The eco-sustainable projects examined in the study seem to move in the
opposite direction with respect to this orientation, by acknowledging that
CITIZENS’ ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN THE ENERGY TRANSITION is an
enabling factor and not an obstacle. Almost all of them were implemented
by using structures and procedures to make the participation of stakeholders,
various social actors and citizens concretely possible in the overall energy
transition. Since the experiences examined were all successful, the
participation mechanisms generally turned out to be very effective.

Description

There are many examples of participative practices. One certainly widespread
tendency is that of triggering forms of co-decision with citizens during the
planning stage, by using different instruments such as setting up work
groups, a standing consultation forum or focus groups in the various
neighbourhoods. The study also found autonomous forms of lobbying with
local authorities in order to adopt sustainability measures on the part of
organised groups of users, associations of residents of the new ecosustainable housing estates or environmentalist NGOs. In other cases, the
citizens, organised in co-building groups, participated in the technical
designing of their own home, of the new energy systems to be fitted in their
homes or of the solutions to be adopted at the neighbourhood level (such as in
regulating the use of private automobiles). Participation also takes on other
forms such as citizens’ co-financing of the project (e.g., of waste
management plants, solar panel or district heating systems), by setting up
cooperatives or joint stock companies, or the taking on of specific
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responsibilities in its implementation (as is the case with NGOs and
neighbourhood associations involved in training and awareness-raising
initiatives on the use of new technologies or in parking lot management).
This widespread citizen commitment in planning, project-designing and
implementing actions has another important effect of greater orientation of
projects towards the needs of weak subjects or specific social categories,
such as youth, immigrants or the elderly.

Indicators

PE5.1 Citizens’ active participation in decision-making and planning
PE5.2 Citizens’ activation of initiatives for involving other citizens in
eco-sustainable projects and particularly weak subjects
PE5.3 Citizens’ lobbying geared to promoting the project and steering
project-designing
PE5.4 Involving, on a voluntary basis, public service providers (schools,
hospitals, etc.) in the experimental adoption of new technologies
PE5.5 Co-project-designing with users of the eco-sustainable
interventions to be taken
PE5.6 Citizens’ participation in financing the initiatives geared to
environmental sustainability
PE5.7 Citizens’ Implementation of autonomous eco-sustainable
initiatives
PE5.8 Using civil society actors in implementing training and
awareness-raising actions geared to citizens

PE5 CITIZENS’ ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN THE ENERGY TRANSITION
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2
X

V3
X

V4

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE6
Building consensus
Rationale

It is difficult for projects geared to eco-sustainability – like all those that
sustain technology transfer processes – not to give rise to resistance,
opposition, conflict or discontent, sometimes even with just cause, on the part
of specific actors, stakeholders or sections of the population. The projects,
more often than not, affect consolidated interests, modify widespread
behaviours, influence territorial organisation, change power arrangements at
the local level or have significant effects on economic structure and
production systems.
Indeed, for their high social, political and economic impact, it is almost
impossible to implement projects of this kind without the firm and active
support of people or of the individual actors concerned.
This leads one to think how BUILDING CONSENSUS , especially in the future,
is a key aspect in the transition to eco-sustainable energy. Not by chance, this
aspect appears to be particularly taken care of in the successful experiences
examined.

Description

The main practices fielded regarding this constitutive factor focus on
negotiation mechanisms activated at various levels. In the early stages, the
negotiation actions mainly sees the institutional actors involved (local
authorities, public financing agencies, electricity boards, decision-making
bodies and committees) and later firms called upon to implement the
project (construction firms, plant and equipment firms, consulting firms,
etc.). Later still, the negotiation process tends to extend to beneficiaries,
involving users, civil society associations, economic lobbies and the general
population.
The tools used differ considerably depending on the circumstances, including
such things as the creation of consultancy networks between construction
firms, local authorities and promoters, the implementation of public
initiatives of consultation, the opening up of talks between project
promoters and the various stakeholders or the creation of workshops and
informal meetings. A widespread approach to facilitate the building of
consensus is to carry out demonstrative actions and pilot studies (such as
building a first group of passive houses to show the general public or
installing solar panels on public buildings of great visibility such as post
offices or sports centres) to persuade decision-makers, financers or potential
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users not just of the positive impact of new technologies on the environment,
but also of the benefits that citizens themselves can gain from their
introduction (in terms of things such as the reduction of management costs or
an increase in the quality of life). The various kinds of demonstrative actions
are thus determinant also to overcome prejudice and stereotyping with regard
to new technologies (TO6)
Indicators

PE6.1 Consulting with local stakeholders to build consensus
PE6.2 Informal negotiation activities
PE6.3 Negotiation among various institutional stakeholders
PE6.4 Negotiation activities conducted by civil society bodies (NGOs,
CBOs, professional associations, etc.)
PE6.5 Demonstrative actions geared to individual users
PE6.6 Demonstrative actions geared to decision-makers
PE6.7 Demonstrative actions geared to large-scale users (schools, sports
centres, health services, firms, etc.)
PE6.8 Actions geared to conflict-resolution between promoters and
communities regarding the introduction of new technologies
PE6 BUILDING CONSENSUS

Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2
X

R3
X

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE7
Public communication and awareness-raising
Rationale

The gradual abandonment of carbon-based energy sources, besides being a
technological challenge, touches some deep structures of society and spurs
all social actors in some way – from institutions to individual citizens – to
review their own behaviours and to change their way or relating to reality.
It is a prospect of change which, in order to be appropriately handled and
guided, calls for high levels of awareness, a high degree of circulation of
clear and reliable information, and the formation of new shared meanings.
In all this, PUBLIC COMMUNICATION AND AWARENESS -RAISING plays a key
role, both in the broader sphere of public communication and mass
communication, and also as regards communication micro-dynamics that
develop at the grass roots level.

Description

In view of the importance of this enabler, it should come as no surprise that
communication circuits and networks, at various levels, tend to develop
around eco-sustainable initiatives, owing to the actions of promoters and
other stakeholders. These circuits and networks are based on various
communication tools (web TV channels, online newsletters, exhibitions,
expositions, guided visits to technological sites, press campaigns, door-todoor communication, etc.) and are characterised by differentiated language
forms (from technical ones to the more dissemination ones, from those more
linked to daily communication practice to those of greater symbolic impact).
All this leads one to think that communication will play a decisive role to
make the transition towards a post-carbon society socially manageable. This
factor lies within a more general trend of giving increasing weight to
communication in the construction and implementation of public policies,
especially when they have to do with important scientific and technological
decisions.

Indicators

PE7.1 Information and communication actions of NGOs
PE7.2 Visibility of post-carbon initiatives with the national and
international media
PE7.3 Presence of forms of communication among citizens
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PE7.4 Creating institutions dealing with public communication
PE7.5 Promoting general awareness-raising and divulgation activities
for eco-sustainable initiatives (expositions on technologies,
guided visits)
PE7.6 Communication activities on specific aspects of eco-sustainable
projects (norms and standards, technological options, use of new
technologies)
PE7.7 Producing symbolic representations to communicate the project
meaning better

PE7 PUBLIC COMMUNICATION AND AWARENESS-RAISING
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2
X

R3
X

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE8
Starting up a networking system
Rationale

Highly innovative projects, such as the ones geared to introducing forms of
eco-sustainable energy, seem to require great commitment on the part of
promoters in establishing relations – even very intense ones – with the great
many actors directly or indirectly involved (such as various levels of public
administration, networks of experts and professionals, construction firms,
citizens and other stakeholders, etc.). This commitment appears useful and, at
times, even indispensable, not only to facilitate decision-making and activate
institutional and operative structures of the project, but also more generally to
give greater political legitimacy and scientific authority to the new
approaches one aims to adopt, also making reference to consolidated
knowledge and experience at the global level.
For this reason, many of the experiences analysed are characterised by the
START-UP OF A NETWORKING SYSTEM, an action more or less extended and
institutionalised which often develops throughout the implementation of the
initiative.

Description

This constitutive factor takes on different forms and moves in various
directions. For example, to give strength to their own decisions, some
municipalities join international networks of local bodies involved in
promoting renewable energy. In other cases, informal networks of residents
are started up to favour project management or networks of different local
bodies involved (e.g., those lying within the metropolitan area concerned) in
order to favour more effective coordination in dealing with common
problems and to exchange more effective solutions. In still other cases,
informal networks were created at the citizen level, including all the subjects
who had always been involved in energy renewal themes; these subjects
include professionals, academics and environmentalists. This networking
activity sometimes has an institutional character (in the form of consultation
panels, work groups or coordination committees) to make discussion between
all the subjects concerned possible (local bodies, local electricity boards,
consumers, construction firms, researchers, technicians, professional
associations, etc.) in order to orient decision-making, prevent conflict and
overcome organisational and technical problems that can arise from time to
time.
The tendency to accompany policies with intense networking activity, both in
the local and international sphere, reflects a more general process of
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institutional transition (driving towards broader and more complex forms of
coordination in public policy management), but also expresses a strong drive
towards a globalisation of knowledge, not only of a technical or scientific
nature, but also concerning the promotion, management and evaluation of
public policies (in this case, in the energy field).

Indicators

PE8.1 Joining international movements of local authorities on
sustainable development
PE8.2 Creating communication networks of residents in eco-sustainable
neighbourhoods
PE8.3 Creating networks of local bodies in the territory
PE8.4 Creating an institutionalised network of subjects involved in the
implementation of eco-sustainable projects
PE8.5 Existence of informal networks on energy
PE8.6 Participating in European and international programmes
PE8.7 Creation of enterprises’ networks for adopting eco-sustainable
measures
PE8.8 Joining international movements of local authorities on
sustainable development
PE8 STARTING UP A NETWORKING SYSTEM

Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5
X

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE9
Capacity-building of citizens and of
public administration personnel
Rationale

Learning to use new technologies is not at all a straightforward and automatic
process for organisations and individuals. This is all the more true when
technologies have great social and economic impact and need the creation of
new organisational set-ups, the dissemination of new operative practices
and even the emergence of new models of individual behaviour in order to
work properly.
In the research, it was noted that most of the eco-sustainable project
promoters tried to meet this need, above all, through the CAPACITY
BUILDING OF CITIZENS AND OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PERSONNEL.

Description

The target and contents of these actions varies a great deal according to the
kind of project implemented. For example, in the case of actions focusing on
a broad dissemination of new heating systems among the population, there
were always training activities (seminars, meetings, dissemination of
manuals, etc) for residents on the use of new equipment, energy saving and
the adoption of more environmentally compatible lifestyles. In some cases,
these specific activities were accompanied by more general actions of
environmental education (such as courses for children of the
neighbourhood’s schools). The capacity-building initiatives were put forward
and implemented not by the promoters but autonomously by organised
groups of citizens. Almost all the actions focusing on the construction of
new eco-sustainable neighbourhoods also envisaged the creation of a centre
for information, training and assistance easily accessible to residents.
There were also actions geared to specific groups of citizens (such as
linguistic minorities). A great many capacity-building activities were also
aimed at local public administration personnel in order to improve their
technical skills so that they could be of greater support to the community.
This intense use of capacity building lies within broader changes found also
in sectors other than environmental ones, above all, the tendency of public
administrations to improve their own action by focusing on human capital,
and users’ tendency to take on an active role in scientific and technological
innovation processes.
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Indicators

PE9.1 Citizens gathering information and documentation on post-carbon
technologies
PE9.2 User training activities on the efficient use of ecological and
energy saving equipment
PE9.3 Creating an information agency for residents and big consumers
PE9.4 Training exponents of linguistic minorities
PE9.5 Initiatives for presenting new technologies to citizens
PE9.6 Organising training seminars for local administration personnel
PE9.7 Citizens’ peer education regarding technology use

PE9 CAPACITY-BUILDING OF CITIZENS AND OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PERSONNEL
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2
X

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE10
Creating an adequate and flexible
regulatory framework
Rationale

One particularly important aspect emerging from the analysis of the more
advanced experiences of energy eco-sustainability concerns laws, standards
and regulations. The speed of technological change, the need to activate
increasingly more adequate forms of energy management, and the constant
change of the relations between the various actors involved in energy
transition seem today to be moving towards models of normative regulation
that, unlike the more traditionally widespread ones, are flexible, adaptable to
different circumstances and situations, easily modifiable over time, but not for
this reason being less effective, rigorous and binding.
is
thus an important enabling factor, not just to sustain the new energy policies,
but also to prevent disputes, conflict, interpretational problems and
administrative and bureaucratic setbacks.
CREATING AN ADEQUATE AND FLEXIBLE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Description

In view of these needs, the eco-sustainable project promoters seemed to react
by focusing on clusters of detailed legislation in which, alongside very clear
and binding general principles and norms, forms of regulations are produced
which are more sensitive to changes and more flexible in their
implementation, as reference standards that can be improved over time,
simplified administrative procedures, instruments for coordinating the
norms produced by the various levels of government or quicker and
adaptable norm updating mechanisms. While, on the one hand, the
experiences examined showed the importance of imposing rigorous
measures, above all as regards aspects like energy consumption, construction
criteria for new housing or greenhouse gas emissions, on the other, they
showed how it is equally important to adopt a problem-solving approach
which makes the inclusion of these very restrictions feasible, thereby meeting
the needs of the various actors concerned.
These trends seem to reflect a broader need to provide public policies with
legislation enabling them to come to terms with the growing complexity and
speed of change characterising contemporary societies.
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Indicators

PE10.1 Producing national and local laws on environmental issues
PE10.2 Simplifying administrative procedures and bureaucracy
PE10.3 Adopting energy efficiency standards at the local level
PE10.4 Adopting a progressive taxation system for energy
consumption and waste production for families and firms
PE10.5 Adopting a problem-solving approach in applying the norms
PE10.6 Providing continuous updating of norms
PE10.7 Rigorously applying norms on the adoption of post-carbon
technologies
PE10.8 Legally obliging the adoption of post-carbon technologies
PE10.9 Efficiently using existing norms

PE10 CREATING AN ADEQUATE AND FLEXIBLE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE11
Functioning of an integrated networked
fund-raising system
Rationale

All eco-sustainable project promoters must face the problem of how to
mobilise the necessary investments to start the projects. Normally, the
individual municipalities – which are among the main eco-sustainable project
promoters – especially resort to outside funding, national or European,
enabling them to cope with the additional costs not covered by their own
funds or by turning to the market.
However, this model is so far sustainable only because the very advanced
experiences in this field are still few and spatially limited in Europe. If we
reason in terms of a hoped for increase in scale and thus a strong
dissemination of this type of action in the territory, the question of initial
investment costs can take on more significant proportions.
In this scaling-up prospect, an enabling factor that is becoming important is
the FUNCTIONING OF AN INTEGRATED AND NETWORKED FUND-RAISING
SYSTEM, that is, a system which integrates the different funding sources and
involves a vast array of actors (public organisations, energy agencies, firms,
individual families, etc.) in fund-raising activities, also making them
responsible for their actions.

Description

This constitutive factor is concretely achieved in different ways such as by:
exploiting fund-raising opportunities offered by big events (trade fairs, sports
and cultural events, etc.); activating investment programmes at municipal
level and specifically geared to the project; taking advantage of existing
energy sector deregulation policies; adapting the project in order to access
funds destined for other uses (e.g., funds for technological research and
development); promoting policies geared to encouraging the private sector to
invest on certain aspects of the project; grasping and exploiting the various
funding opportunities offered by the European Union.
Here, too, there is a tendency which, in the eco-environmental field, appears
to be at a particularly advanced stage, but is also found in other spheres
requiring great public investment in technology and infrastructure –
investments which no government and no local body especially can guarantee
on its own.
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Indicators

PE11.1

Access to European funds

PE11.2

Capacity to exploit big events as an opportunity to launch new
eco-sustainable projects

PE11.3

Capacity to exploit energy sector deregulation

PE11.4

Funding from local and national public bodies

PE11.5

Funding from the private sector

PE11.6

Investments of families for the production of renewable energy
and energy saving

PE11.7

Participation in national or international competitions

PE11.8

Using a funding mix

PE11.9

Using municipal administration properties

PE11.10 Grants and subsidies geared to families in order to spread ecosustainable technologies
PE11.11 Using funds for research and development

PE11 FUNCTIONING OF AN INTEGRATED NETWORKED FUND-RAISING SYSTEM
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2
X

R3
X

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE12
Decision-making
Rationale

One finding that seems to emerge from the cases examined is that the projects
and policies favouring energy transition always have a high degree of
complexity in decision-making. This is due to several reasons: because they
affect a great many vested interests; because they act on several
administrative levels; because they involve a broad array of actors; because
they call for detailed forms of funding; because they necessarily introduce
new legislative constraints.
To handle this high degree of complexity, a crucial factor is DECISIONMAKING. In some of the anticipatory experiences examined, the promoters
devised management models favouring more effective decision-making.

Description

The most common decision-making strategies envisage concentrating the
entire responsibility of energy policy management on just one
organisation (creating an ad-hoc agency that is independent of other
administrative bodies) and creating a political-institutional post (e.g., a
municipal councillor) that acts as the sole referent for all the actors
concerned. The idea is to keep control of decision-making and to avoid
delays, conflict of responsibilities or misalignment among the various
decision-makers.
These are decisions which, especially when grasped with a view to the
scaling-up of eco-sustainability policies, can pave the way to new forms of
institutional transition, also in sectors other than the eco-environmental and
energy one.

Indicators

PE12.1 Setting up a specific agency for handling complex projects
PE12.2 Creating specific political institutions supporting ecosustainable projects
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PE12 DECISION-MAKING
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE13
Adopting a high quality management system
Rationale

Guaranteeing HIGH QUALITY MANAGEMENT is almost always a crucial
factor for the success of energy transition initiatives. This appears all the
more important when considering how most of them – depending on the
technological, organisational or political innovations they are trying to
introduce – normally have to face new problems and that there is little
already consolidated knowledge and few proven models to cope with
them.

Description

The anticipatory experiences examined offer a vast, and not necessarily
comprehensive, array of tools and approaches geared to maintaining high
quality management. One recurrent strategy is to strengthen and extend the
monitoring and evaluation of actions underway and to systematically adopt
forms of certification of both technological installations and of the installing
firms themselves. Moreover, various projects create their own quality system
starting from a “holistic” approach to evaluation which takes all the
variables involved into account (not just eco-environmental ones, but also
economic, social and cultural ones) as well as all the “dimensions” (local,
national and international) which come into play. Another aspect which is
considered important in quality control is the fielding of tools geared to the
systematic gathering and interpretation of information on the action and on
its impacts (such as those concerning energy efficiency of the equipment
installed, the price trends of the various energy sources used and produced,
the degree of user satisfaction or the development of energy consumption).

Indicators

PE13.1 Using statistical analysis of energy consumption
PE13.2 Adopting a holistic approach to evaluation
PE13.3 Conducting ex-ante checks of projects envisaging the
installation of eco-sustainable technologies
PE13.4 Monitoring and evaluating eco-sustainable projects
PE13.5 Certifying the firms installing eco-sustainable technologies
PE13.6 Certifying the quality of eco-sustainable technology installation
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PE13.7 Checking heating prices
PE13.8 Creating benchmarking systems
PE13.9 Using energy efficiency control systems

PE13. ADOPTING A HIGH QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE14
Self-reflexivity and applying lessons learnt
Rationale

The anticipatory experiences – most of which, as already said, have a clear
experimental and demonstrative character – may be fully appreciated in their
value and objective significance if they are grasped not only for their direct
impacts (often very limited), but especially for their potential and actual
contribution – in terms of approaches, ideas, solutions, practices, strategies,
etc. – to the more general process of energy transition.
It must be said, however, that shifting from a “demonstrative project”
dimension to that of large-scale actions – and thus turning the transformative
potential of individual projects into real widespread practices – is not and
cannot be considered a spontaneous or automatic shift. For promoters, it
means having SELF-REFLEXIVITY AND APPLYING THE LESSONS LEARNT,
that is, greater ability to interpret the actions implemented, an ability to learn
from ones successes and failures and from other people’s successes and
failures (see also TE3 and TE10 for the technological aspects), as well as a
propensity to disseminate significant, reliable and transparent information
on the project, even if this may mean exposing oneself to risk of criticism.

Description

In the anticipatory experiences analysed in the study, the capacity for selfreflexivity and for applying lessons learnt is very marked. Some actions, for
example, were conceived from the outset as characterised by a gradual
scaling-up process enabling a shift from one dimension to a bigger one by
screening the best solutions in order to reproduce them in the next stage.
Another practice used was to glean a series of reference standards from the
experimental projects implemented (such as construction standards,
management standards, reference values regarding emissions and energy
efficiency) to apply on a broader scale: neighbourhood, town or national
level. There was also a strong commitment in turning the experiences into
success stories and best practices to disseminate (the internet plays an
important role in this regard), as well as in exchanging experiences,
information and practices among eco-sustainable project promoters, by
creating associations and networks linking all those working in this field.
This phenomenon links up with a more general orientation geared to
improving the way public administrations and political leaders design and
develop public policies – an orientation that is certainly favoured by a strong
globalisation of knowledge even in the energy sector.
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Indicators

PE14.1 Actions geared to long-term project sustainability
PE14.2 Establishing new standards based on the results of the more
advanced projects
PE14.3 Disseminating success stories
PE14.4 Upscaling the project to a broader area
PE14.5 Establishing new operational procedures based on innovative
experiences

PE14 SELF-REFLEXIVITY AND APPLYING LESSONS LEARNT
Process
P

Direction
E

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5
X

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PE15
Social, cultural and economic impact
Rationale

As repeatedly stressed, acting on energy supply always has more or less
important effects on all spheres of life of a community (production system,
family life, free-time management, mobility, etc.).
In this regard, knowing how to predict and orient, but also how to
consciously exploit, manage and, if necessary, prevent these effects is an
important enabling factor for project success – both as regards its
implementation and outcomes. Also because, in starting up post-carbon
projects, there is often a more immediate local “stake” than the one of global
sustainability, and namely that of favouring the development of the territory
and to combat phenomena like fuel poverty, social exclusion and the brain
drain. With reference to this, SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
may be considered a constitutive factor of the political-societal process of
energy transition.

Description

Indicators

The nature and dimension of the impacts varies considerably according to the
characteristics and contents of the actions implemented. The impacts mostly
recorded include those of an economic nature (creating new jobs, increasing
the value of the homes concerned by the project, creating or strengthening the
economic sectors linked to the environment). However, even social impacts
are important (reducing poverty and, in particular, fuel poverty, increasing
social cohesion, better conditions of life of disadvantaged people) as are,
more rarely, cultural ones (for example, a revitalisation of the
neighbourhood’s cultural life).

PE15.1

Broadening the social classes benefiting from technology

PE15.2

Broadening the market in sectors directly or indirectly
connected to eco-sustainable technologies

PE15.3

Job creation

PE15.4

Project impact on the disabled and the elderly

PE15.5

Impact on fuel poverty

PE15.6

Increased appeal of the neighbourhood as a recreational place
for citizens
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PE15.7

Increased social cohesion

PE15.8

Improvement in quality of life

PE15.9

Improvement in cultural life

PE15.10 Economic benefits to residents

PE15 SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
Process
P

Direction
E

R1

R2
X

R3
X

V1

V2
X

V3
X

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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Chapter Eight
Obstacles
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FACTOR PO1
Resistance in public administration
Rationale

Almost always of an innovative nature, energy transition initiatives can only
partly be managed through already consolidated routines and procedures.
Most of the time, they require the identification of new organisational
solutions and new operative practices which, however, create situations of
uncertainty among people involved in project implementation.
This favours the emergence of resistance in public administrations
running the project. This resistance can, at times, turn into actual conflict
between individual operators or between various operative units concerned.
RESISTANCE INSIDE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION may lead to setbacks, delays,
a worsening of the technical quality of the project, waste of money and other
resources, up to the temporary or permanent interruption of the activities
concerned.

Description

Indicators

Conflict and resistance can concern specific aspects, even if not marginal
ones, such as establishing the energy consumption parameters to apply to new
constructions or introducing meters in homes in order to assess the actual
energy consumption of individual families. In other cases, instead, resistance
concerns the very general framework of the project. A significant example,
in this regard, is an initiative in which the municipal officials responsible for
territorial planning showed great resistance to the introduction of passive
houses, envisaged by the project, thereby coming into conflict with local civil
society organisations which were instead decidedly in favour of their
introduction.

PO1.1 Conflicts between public administration departments and bodies
PO1.2 Resistance of local administration officials and technicians to the
introduction of new technologies
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PO1 RESISTANCE IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3
X

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO2
Resistance by political forces
Rationale

Introducing forms of eco-sustainable energy is a politically sensible decision
since it affects widespread interests and lies within a political debate of
transnational nature which has been going on for some time now with everincreasing intensity.
It is thus fairly obvious that the attitude of political forces is normally strong
in the decision to conduct a certain action and how to implement it. The
analysis carried out highlights how this attitude is often not at all positive
but can sometimes actually jeopardise project outcomes. Resistance of
political forces are thus one of the obstacles to starting up the politicalsocietal process of energy transition.

Description

Indicators

A typical case of resistance of political forces is what is seen following
changes in the government in local administrations in which the new
administration questions the eco-sustainable projects started up by the
previous administration, thereby causing – at best – setbacks in implementing
the activities started up or a situation of uncertainty that may be protracted
over time. In other cases, the political forces – perhaps for fear of losing
consensus among the electorate – show a certain tendency to avoid “hard”
but necessary decisions and oppose the introduction of binding measures or,
when they do have the power, they make existing ones only of a general kind
(e.g., the restrictive provisions on using automobiles). There is also a certain
attitude on the part of political forces to avoid resorting to participative
approaches and forms of self-governance of citizens (perhaps because they
limit the sphere of action of political parties) or to be suspicious of
innovations not directly promoted by the administration.

PO2.1 Discontinuity of energy policies due to changes in local
government
PO2.2 Closure of administration to innovation promoted by citizens
PO2.3 Ideological conflicts inside the town council
PO2.4 Politicians’ opposition to forms of citizen self-governance
PO2.5 Politicians’ opposition to using participative approaches
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PO2.6 Politicians’ cognitive resistance to the legitimacy of making postcarbon solutions compulsory
PO2.7 Politicians’ resistance to the possibility of introducing new
technologies

PO2 RESISTANCE BY POLITICAL FORCES
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO3
Opposition of movements and citizens
Rationale

One of the main obstacles to implementing eco-sustainable initiatives is the
lack of citizens’ consensus on this. It must also be said that the presence of a
certain degree of opposition – above all, in its early phases or projectdesigning or implementation – should be considered a typical phenomenon,
seeing that these initiatives tend to affect the whole population. Of course,
when the OPPOSITION OF MOVEMENTS AND CITIZENS takes on a more
structured, widespread and systematic character, it can lead to very serious
problems and even jeopardise the whole project itself.

Description

Forms of opposition of movements and citizens were found in many
anticipatory experiences examined, despite the fact that they are experiences
whose excellence is widely acknowledged. In some cases, the opposition
concerned the initiative per se (and thus to the very introduction of new
technologies) or the way it was designed. It must be noted, in this regard,
how some types of technology have been the object of negative
representations favouring the emergence of widespread resistance. For
example, wind turbines are considered noisy and an eyesore, biogas plants
noisy and smelly, and solar panel systems eyesores and not very efficient.
Not infrequently, and sometimes paradoxically, it is the environmentalist
movements themselves that oppose the project (such as when it envisages the
construction of new buildings and infrastructure that these movements deem
unnecessary). In some cases, citizen opposition arises out of the fear of being
forced to make investments which, in the citizens’ view, could be avoided. In
the case of a project to increase insulation in private homes, for example,
there was great opposition by owners who had rented out their house to others
and therefore did not want to spend money on something they would not
benefit from directly.

Indicators

PO3.1 Citizens’ disagreement on eco-sustainable projects
PO3.2 Lack of interest for solar energy
PO3.3 Opposition of environmentalist movements to eco-sustainable
projects
PO3.4 Private sector resistance to investing in energy efficiency
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PO3 OPPOSITION OF MOVEMENTS AND CITIZENS
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO4
Juridical and administrative difficulties
Rationale

Technology transfer experiences – and eco-sustainable technologies are no
exception – almost always involve the introduction of new laws, rules and
procedures which often create friction and sometimes actually conflict with
existing ones or with already consolidated informal operative schemes.
JURIDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE DIFFICULTIES are an obstacle which, if
not properly handled, can have more or less serious negative effects on the
project and on its results.

Description

The juridical and administrative difficulties include controversies on the
interpretation of existing legislation (often not designed for projects of
great complexity such as those linked to energy transition). In one of the
cases analysed, for example, there were tensions between public
administration bodies over the attribution of responsibilities on the
maintenance of the new technologies introduced, while in another case there
were uncertainties over the inclusion of “environmental” clauses in tendered
contracts to construction firms (some considered these clauses legitimate
while others did not). Other difficulties arise owing to the overlap of
national, regional and local laws, which are sometimes not homogeneous
with one another (e.g., as regards the ratio between parking spaces and
residents, the way of installing low energy systems in homes or criteria for
establishing urban development plans), with contradictory effects (such as the
impossibility of applying a standard, not because it has not been defined, but
because more than one have been established by various administrative
levels). There were also more specific difficulties such as problems in
guaranteeing control over the application of new laws (also owing to a lack
of resources) or the difficulty in identifying legal and administrative
procedures that can make the new standards to be introduced actually
binding (and thus really effective).

Indicators

PO4.1 Complexity of bureaucratic procedures
PO4.2 Controversies on the interpretation of existing laws
PO4.3 Poor control over the application of norms
PO4.4 Poor effect of non-binding programmes
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PO4.5 Overlap of legislative sources and regulations at the national,
regional and local level

PO4 JURIDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE DIFFICULTIES
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO5
Poor control over costs
Rationale

Programmes geared to energy transition normally have different cost
structures than those of traditional projects. Compared to the latter,
investment costs are normally higher, as are plant maintenance costs;
energy production costs – still talking in general terms – instead tend to be
lower because they do not depend on oil or other non-renewable sources,
whose market value is open to great fluctuations. These cost dynamics,
however, are not always easy to control – at least when using only the usual
operative tools. POOR CONTROL OVER COSTS may thus be considered one of
the obstacles to energy transition.

Description

Some of the anticipatory experiences examined in the study found not a few
problems in this regard. The most frequent is the difficulty in coping with
the high initial investment costs – a difficulty deriving not just from
objective factors, but also from the poor capacity to forecast amortisation
periods with some degree of certainty (since they are innovative technologies
with a still limited market). The risk that many operators note is that these
costs end up by falling almost completely on public actors, where – to make
an acceleration of energy transition processes possible – the necessary
investments should come directly from private investors, within a market
dynamic. On the other hand, even the solutions often adopted of placing the
initial investment costs on the shoulders of users is not always effective. In
the absence of incentives for buyers, selling low energy houses at a higher
price (5-10% more, and sometimes as much as 20-30% higher) has led to
prolonging the sale and consequently to delaying the initial investment
amortisation period. Even the decision of some governments to tax (or not to
exempt from tax) post-carbon solutions (such as biofuels) is a disincentive.
One must consider how the issue can have considerable social impacts since
the poorest families, owing to the scant cover of initial investment, cannot
access eco-compatible technologies and find themselves, in the end, exposed
to fluctuations in non-renewable energy prices.

Indicators

PO5.1 Increasing costs to sustain energy efficiency initiatives
PO5.2 High maintenance costs of eco-sustainable technologies
PO5.3 High costs of eco-sustainable technology plants and production
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PO5.4 Similar tax rates of post-carbon and traditional technologies
PO5.5 Poor families’ difficulty in accessing post-carbon technologies
PO5.6 Difficulties due to market price fluctuation

PO5 POOR CONTROL OVER COSTS
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2
X

R3
X

V1
X

V2

V3
X

V4

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO6
Difficulty in accessing funds
Rationale

As well as problems connected to cost control difficulties (PO5), another
obstacle which seems to significantly affect energy transition processes is the
DIFFICULTY IN ACCESSING FUNDS.
Because of the high initial investment costs, eco-sustainable projects cannot
completely turn to the market (clients, users, private investors) and try to
raise additional funds by resorting to public funding and the credit sector,
or by benefiting from incentives for spreading post-carbon energy by
national or local governments. This kind of solution has great limitations,
however, mainly in the future, when the number of initiatives will likely be
destined to increase and the competitiveness in accessing public funds will
probably be higher.

Description

Indicators

The study showed how some projects receive little contribution from
national and local funds usable for project implementation, also due to
legislative constraints (such as those preventing local bodies from increasing
local taxes beyond an established limit) or expenditure limitation mechanisms
(such as the suppression of funds destined for council housing). Access to
funding is also negatively affected by other elements such as uncertainty on
procedures to be followed to obtain financing (often not clearly defined, not
completely transparent or subject to change during the process), the
diffidence of credit institutions towards technologically innovative projects
or delays in providing already granted funds (above all, owing to obsolete
bureaucratic procedures not specifically designed for eco-sustainable energy
projects).

PO6.1 Difficulty in accessing the credit market
PO6.2 Uncertainty on using funds to support the dissemination of ecosustainable technologies
PO6.3 Insufficiency of subsidies and incentives
PO6.4 Delay in providing funds
PO6.5 Little availability of funds for innovation
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PO6 DIFFICULTY IN ACCESSING FUNDS
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO7
Undesired effects of user selection
Rationale

Since they significantly affect many spheres of a community’s life, the
projects geared to sustaining and accelerating the energy transition have, at
least potentially, a high social, cultural and economic impact.
At times, owing to mechanisms independent of the project or errors in
planning policies for promoting eco-sustainable energy sources, besides the
desired effects there may also be other effects which can create a real obstacle
to energy transition, especially if grasped with a view to up-scaling. These
include UNDESIRED EFFECTS OF USER SELECTION that constitute an obstacle
which, if not properly dealt with, can lead to excluding entire sections of the
population from post-carbon technology transfer processes.

Description

Indicators

One effect found in some of the anticipatory experiences studied was, for
example, that of (involuntarily) selecting citizens and potential users
according to their purchasing power. Low polluting technologies cost more
and so, without any subsidies or effective incentives, they risk being
inaccessible to low income families and, at times, even to middle class
families. Because of this, some new eco-sustainable neighbourhoods, for
example, have thought of attracting mainly families with a decidedly higher
income, thereby becoming social “eco-enclaves”, so to speak. This
phenomenon may also be facilitated by involuntary selection mechanisms
paradoxically stemming from citizens and users’ demands for active
participation in eco-sustainable project planning. For example, it was
found that the participative approaches adopted sometimes tend to keep
certain social subjects away, like the elderly or disabled, thereby planning the
project without considering these subjects’ needs. Similarly, cases were also
noted of immigrants not being included in decision-making owing to
language barriers not adequately taken into account by project promoters.
PO7.1 Involuntary selection mechanisms in accessing eco-sustainable
technologies
PO7.2 Involuntary selection mechanisms with regard to particular social
subjects (the elderly, immigrants, etc.) in participating in ecosustainable project planning
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PO7 UNDESIRED EFFECTS OF USER SELECTION
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2
X

V3
X

V4

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO8
Poor capacity to control energy performance
and system quality
Rationale

Although not in a widespread manner, the anticipatory experiences examined
showed some important problems regarding energy performance and the
new systems introduced.
The POOR CAPACITY TO CONTROL ENERGY PERFORMANCE AND SYSTEM
QUALITY is a non-marginal obstacle, considering that energy transition
success also depends on the ability to record and show the environmental and
economic advantages of the new eco-sustainable solutions, even in the
middle- and long-term (the time spans in which these advantages tend to
become more substantial and tangible, even for users).

Description

Indicators

More than to strictly technical difficulties, this obstacle stems especially from
organisational or cost factors which lead to not adopting the necessary
measurement tools (such as for measuring the additional hot water produced
by solar energy systems installed in support of traditional heating systems) –
something which prevents users themselves from understanding just how
much they are saving, and technicians from evaluating whether the systems
are working properly. Difficulties were also found in quality control of
plant and equipment, still for organisational and cost reasons. This problem,
in particular, was found not in relation to individual systems but in
installations – such as in passive houses or other kinds of low energy homes –
based on the simultaneous use of different eco-sustainable technologies.

PO8.1 Lack of energy performance control systems for the equipment
PO8.2 Difficulties in carrying out quality control of low energy
buildings
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PO8 POOR CAPACITY TO CONTROL ENERGY PERFORMANCE AND SYSTEM QUALITY
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO9
Shortcomings in the circulation of
technical, social and political information
Rationale

Any technological transfer calls for the development of a broad and efficient
communication network involving operators, stakeholders and, especially,
users. The lack of information or the dissemination of imprecise, incomplete
or even wrong information can have different impacts, but all potentially
serious ones, such as technical errors or the spreading of users’ diffidence
towards the new technology introduced. SHORTCOMINGS IN THE
CIRCULATION OF TECHNICAL, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL INFORMATION are
thus an obstacle to the political-societal process of energy transition.

Description

Shortcomings in information circulation were also found in some of the
anticipatory experiences examined (which, it is recalled, are all experiences
of excellence in technology transfer management). In some cases, users were
not informed of the existence of the new technology, the benefits it could
give, the way it worked or the care to be taken when using it. This
phenomenon concerned, for example, condominium administrators of
buildings in which solar energy systems were to be installed, the potential
residents of low energy houses, but also firms, hotels and public bodies such
as schools and postal organisations involved in heating system restructuring
projects. Communication problems were also found in relations between the
actors directly involved in project implementation (e.g., between different
administrations or between administrators, construction firms and technical
personnel), as well as in relations between project team and beneficiaries
(in these cases, for language and cultural reasons especially).

Indicators

PO9.1 Users’ scant information on the existence and workings of the
new technologies introduced
PO9.2 Poor communication between actors involved in implementing
eco-sustainable projects
PO9.3 Language difficulties in communication with beneficiaries
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PO9 SHORTCOMINGS IN THE CIRCULATION OF TECHNICAL, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
INFORMATION

Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2
X

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO10
Citizens’ poor self-reliance in
using eco-sustainable technologies
Rationale

Also owing to shortcomings in communication (see PO9), citizens often face
certain problems in the everyday handling of new technologies, showing low
levels of autonomy. CITIZENS’ POOR SELF-RELIANCE IN USING ECOSUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGIES comes about essentially when people are
asked to take particular care in using technology.

Description

A recurrent problem with this obstacle, for example, is the general difficulty
users have in “learning to use” passive houses – a difficulty that was also
found when they were given specific aids and manuals. In particular, similar
problems of the lack of users’ autonomy were found with the introduction of
technologies like ventilation systems in low energy homes, waste recycling
management, water recycling equipment, routine solar panel maintenance,
also due to the non-activation of proper training and capacity-building
measures on the part of project heads (PE9).
One of the consequences of this state of affairs is that people find it difficult
to make the new technology “their own”, above all because they continue to
depend on technical personnel also in carrying out the simplest running and
maintenance operations (such as closing the taps of hot water produced by
district heating systems).

Indicators

PO10.1 Residents’ difficulty in “learning to use” passive homes
PO10.2 Users’ lack of knowledge of the functioning and ways of using
eco-sustainable technologies
PO10.3 Difficulty in handling new technologies in case of emergency
PO10.4 Users’ incomprehension of their role in the routine maintenance
of eco-sustainable equipment
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PO10 CITIZENS’ POOR SELF-RELIANCE IN USING ECO-SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGIES
Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2
X

R3

V1
X

V2

V3

V4
X

V5

Weight
high

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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FACTOR PO11
Low priority given to energy saving
by public service providers
Rationale

Another obstacle concerning the political-societal process is the LOW
PRIORITY GIVEN TO ENERGY SAVING BY PUBLIC SERVICE PROVIDERS (in
particular, schools, hospitals, post offices, etc.).
Indeed, public service providers tend to focus on their core activities
(didactics, care-giving, postal services, etc.), concentrating their efforts and
investments on them rather than on achieving energy saving goals, perceived
as not linked to the organisation’s mission. This tendency appears to be more
marked in contexts where service providers’ degree of economic autonomy
(such as the individual school or post office) is greater and, obviously,
increases further when there are cuts in public spending.

Description

This is still a marginal phenomenon, but can gain increasing weight within
the broader horizon of energy transition. In this regard, one should consider
how public service providers are often indicated as actors that could act as
engines in spreading new energy technologies (it is not by chance that they
are sometimes the first to get involved in demonstration projects). Their
resistance to invest in eco-sustainable energy is thus a “bad sign” even for
the population. Moreover, one should not overlook the fact that one of the
sectors in which energy eco-sustainability is promoted is with “large-scale
consumers”, including public service providers. Their poor mobilisation can
thus lead to considerable setbacks on the road to a post-carbon society.

Indicators

PO11.1 Scant mobilisation and interest regarding the adoption of post
PO11.2 Public service providers’ investments in activities connected to
their own mission at the expense of investments geared to
introducing eco- sustainable technologies
PE11 Low priority given to energy saving by public service providers

Process
P

Direction
O

R1
X

R2

R3
X

V1
X

V2

V3
X

V4

V5

Weight
low

T = technological societal process; P = political societal process; E = enabler; O = obstacle; R1 = production and
distribution regime; R2 = individual consump-tion regime, R3 = collective consumption regime; V1= political
institutional vector; V2 = anthropological vector; V3 = social vector; V4 = scientific and technological vector; V5 =
globalisation of knowledge vector; X = presence; high = high significance, low = low significance
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Annex 1
List of “emerging experiences”
The 275 emerging experiences analysed during the research, have been
categorised in 19 different types. The types are listed below, while the experiences
are listed in the next pages.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

New Sustainable District
Sustainable Rural Community
Sustainable District Refurbishment
Sustainable Industrial Area
Building Insulation
Building RE Production (i.e. Solar Thermal Panel, PV Panel, Biomass Boiler,
Micro-cogeneration)
Sustainable Buildins (i.e. Low Energy Houses, Passive Houses)
Sustainable Standard for Building
Building Energy Saving (i.e. Energy Efficient Devices, Electronic
controllable thermostatic valves, Energy checks, Web-based tools for distant
reading of consumes, Energy Performance Certificates)
RE Plant (i.e. Wind, Geothermal, Solar, Biomass, Hydro, Biogas)
Renewable heat (i.e. District Heating, District Cooling, CHP Plants)
Waste to Energy
Green Elettricity Procurement
Low Energy Street Lighting
PT Infrastructures (i.e. Metro, Tram, Train, Cycle Lanes and Track, Bus
Lanes, Grass rail tracks)
PT Organisation (i.e. Speed Reduction, Car Free Area, PT information
systems, Integrated pricing system, Parking Management, Intermodal
Connection Management, E-ticketing, Restricted Car Use, Bus On Demand,
Toll Ring, Pedestrian Area)
Green PT (i.e. Biogas Bus, Electric Vehicles, Hybrid bus, Car Sharing, Bike
Sharing, RE for train/tram/metro, Low Impact Waterbuses)
Travel Optimisation (i.e. Company mobility Plan, Schools Mobility Plan,
Sustainable Urban Goods Logistics, Car pooling, Individual Travel Advice)
Urban Densification
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List of the 275 “emerging experiences” analysed during the research
COD
EXP001
EXP002
EXP003
EXP004

Place
Feldkirch
Fronius
Graz
Graz

Country
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria

EXP005
EXP006
EXP007
EXP008
EXP009
EXP010
EXP011
EXP012
EXP013
EXP014
EXP015

Graz
Lienz
Mödling
Salzburg (Lehen)
Upper Austria
Vienna
Vienna
Weiz Gleisdorf
Antwerp
Brecht
Bruxelles

Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium

EXP016

Gent

Belgium

EXP017
EXP018

Rousse
Sofia

Bulgaria
Bulgaria

EXP019
EXP020
EXP021
EXP022
EXP023
EXP024
EXP025
EXP026
EXP027
EXP028
EXP029

Sofia (Oborishte)
Brno
Jind_ich_v Hradec
Zlin (Louky)
Znojmo
Aalborg
Aalborg
Aalborg
Aarhus
Ballerup
Copenaghen

Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark

EXP030
EXP031
EXP032
EXP033

Copenaghen
Copenaghen
Copenaghen
Copenaghen
(Vesterbro)
Egedal

Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark

Type
RE Plant: Biomass
RE Plant: Biomass
Building Energy Saving
PT Organisation, Green PT, PT
Infrastructure
RE Plant: Solar; Renewable Heat
Renewable Heat
Sustainable District Refurbishment
Sustainable District Refurbishment
RE Plant: Hydro; Building RE Production
RE Plant: Wind
Sustainable Standard for Building
Building RE Production, RE Plant: Solar
PT Infrastructure
RE Plant: Biogas
RE Plant: Solar; Biomass; District
Refurbishment
PT Infrastructure, Green PT, PT
Organisation
Renewable Heat
RE pruduction in building: Biomass Heating
Boiler
Sustainable District Refurbishment
Travel Optimisation; PT infrastructure
Renewable Heat
Sustanaible District Refurbishment
Travel Optimisation; PT Organisation
PT Organisation, Green PT
PT plant: Biogas; Renewable Heat
Sustainable District Refurbishment
Sustainable Urban Goods Logistics
Renewable Heat
PT Infrastructures; PT Organisation; Green
PT
PT plant: Wind, Solar
Sustainable Urban Goods Logistics
Waste to Energy, Renewable Heat
Sustainable District Refurbishment

Denmark

Sustainable Buildings

EXP034
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COD
EXP035
EXP036
EXP037

Place
Hillerød
Kalundborg
Løgstør e
Ringkøbing
Mäbjerg
Samsø
Helsingborg and
Helsingør
Tallin
Central Finland
Forssa
Helsinki (Eko
Viikki)
Kotka
Pori
Vörå
Autun
Besancon
Bourg-en-Bresse
Dole
Dunkerque
Echirolles
Grenoble

Country
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark

Type
New Sustainable District
Sustainable Industrial Area
RE Plant: Wind

Denmark
Denmark
Denmark/Sweden

RE Plant: Biogas
Sustainable Rural Community
RE Plant: Wind; Building RE Production;
Sustainable Building
PT Organisation
PT Plant: Biogas
RE Plant: Biomass
New Sustainable District

France
France

EXP057

Grenoble
Grenoble (ZAC de
Bonne)
La Rochelle

EXP058
EXP059
EXP060
EXP061

Lille
Lille
Lyon
Nantes

France
France
France
France

EXP062
EXP063
EXP064
EXP065
EXP066

Nantes
Nantes
Nantes
Paris
Rennes (La
Courrouze)
Toulouse
Aachen

France
France
France
France
France

PT Organisation, PT Infrastructure, Green
PT, Sustainable Urban Goods Logistics
Low Energy Street Lighting
PT Organisation; Green PT
New Sustainable District
PT Organisation, PT Infrastructure, Green
PT
RE Plant: Solar, Biomass
Sustainable Standard for Building
Waste to Energy, Renewable Heat
New Sustainable District
New Sustainable District

France
Germany

Green PT; PT Organisation
Sustainable Industrial Area, RE Plant: Wind

EXP038
EXP039
EXP040
EXP041
EXP042
EXP043
EXP044
EXP045
EXP046
EXP047
EXP048
EXP049
EXP050
EXP051
EXP052
EXP053
EXP054
EXP055
EXP056

EXP067
EXP068

Estonia
Finland
Finland
Finland
Finland
Finland
Finland
France
France
France
France
France
France
France

PT plant: Wind
PT Plant: Wind
Renewable Heat
Building RE Production
PT Plant: Biogas
Building RE Production
Renewable Heat
RE Plant: Wind
Renewable Heat, Building RE Production
PT Infrastructure, PT Organisation, Travel
Optimisation
Renewable Heat
New Sustainable District

France
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COD
EXP069
EXP070
EXP071

Place
Baviera
Berlin - Solar Roof
Bremen

Country
Germany
Germany
Germany

EXP072
EXP073

Cottbus
Dresden

Germany
Germany

EXP074
EXP075
EXP076
EXP077

Emscher
Erding
Erlangen
Freiburg

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

EXP078
EXP079

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

New Sustainable District
Sustainable District Refurbishment

EXP082
EXP083
EXP084
EXP085

Freiburg
Freiburg
(Rieselfeld)
Freiburg (Vauban)
Freiburg
(Weingarten)
Friedrichshafen
Geislingen
Gelsenkirchen
Hamburg

Type
RE Plant: Biomass
Building RE Production
PT Organisation; Green PT; Travel
Optimisation
RE Plant: Hydro
PT Infrastructures, PT Organisation, Green
PT,
Sustaibable Industrial Area
RE Plant: Geothermal, Renewable Heat
PT Infrastructures
PT Infrastructures; Urban Densification, PT
Organisation
RE Plant: Solar; Biomass; Renewable Heat
New Sustainable District

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

EXP086

Hamburg

Germany

EXP087

Hamburg

Germany

EXP088

Germany

EXP089
EXP090

Hannover
(Kronsberg)
Heidelberg
Heidelberg

Renewable Heat, Building RE Production
Building Energy Saving
RE Plant: Solar; Building RE Production
Building RE Production; Building
Insulation, Sustainable Standard for
building, Building Energy Saving
PT Infrastructures; PT Organisation; Urban
Densification
RE Plant: Wind, Biomass, Solar; Renewable
Heat
New Sustainable District

EXP091
EXP092
EXP093
EXP094
EXP095
EXP096

Juhnde
Karlsruhe
Leipzig
Leipzig
Munster
Munster

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

EXP097

Munster

Germany

EXP080
EXP081

Germany
Germany

Building RE Production;
RE Plant: Solar, Hydro, Biomass;
Renewable Heat
Sustainable Rural Community
Green PT
PT Infrastructures
Travel Optimisation
Building RE Production; Building Insulation
Green PT, PT Organisation, Urban
Densification
RE Plant: Biogas, Wind, Hydro; Renewable
Heat
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COD
EXP098

Place
Neckarsulm

Country
Germany

EXP099
EXP100
EXP101

Neckarsulm
Prenzlau
Saarbrucken

Germany
Germany
Germany

EXP102
EXP103

Germany
Germany
Germany

New Sustainable District

EXP105
EXP106
EXP107
EXP108
EXP109
EXP110
EXP111
EXP112

Stoccarda
Stuttgart
(Ostfildern)
Tübingen
(Südstadt)
Ulm
Ulm (Sonnenfeld)
Wittstock
Kalamata
Larissa
Thessalonica
Budapest (Obuda)
Debrecen

Type
RE Plant: Solar, Biomass; Renewable Heat;
Building RE Production
Renewable Heat
RE Plant: Geothermal
RE Plant: Solar, Hydro, Biomass. Building
RE Production
Travel Optimisation
New Sustainable District

Germany
Germany
Germany
Greece
Greece
Greece
Hungary
Hungary

EXP113
EXP114

Cork
Cork

Ireland
Ireland

EXP115
EXP116

Dundalk
North Tipperary

Ireland
Ireland

EXP117
EXP118
EXP119

Templederry
Tralee
Alessandria

Ireland
Ireland
Italy

EXP120
EXP121
EXP122
EXP123
EXP124

Alto Adige
Alto Adige
Asiago
Bologna
Bologna

Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy

EXP125
EXP126
EXP127
EXP128
EXP129
EXP130

Brescia
Enna
Faenza
Ferrara
Firenze
Modena

Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy

RE Plant: Solar; Renewable Heat
New Sustainable District
Building Energy Saving
Sustainable Buildings
PT Organisation
Waste to Energy
Sustainable District Refurbishment
PT Organisation, Green PT, Travel
Optimisation
PT Organisation
RE Plant: Geothermal, biofuel; Waste to
Energy; Renewable Heat
Sustainable District Refurbishment
Sustainable District Refurbishment;
Sustainable Buildings
RE Plant: Wind
RE Plant: Wind
New Sustainable District; Sustainable
District Refurbishment
Renewable Heat
Sustainable Standard for building
RE Plant: Biomass; Renewable Heat
Building Energy Saving
RE Plant: Geothermal, Wind, Biomass;
Renewable Heat
Green PT; PT Organisation
PT Plant: Biomass
Sustainable Buildings
RE Plant: Geothermal
PT Organisation
Building Energy Saving

EXP104
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COD
EXP131

Place
Modena

Country
Italy

EXP132
EXP133
EXP134
EXP135
EXP136
EXP137
EXP138

Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy

EXP139
EXP140
EXP141
EXP142
EXP143
EXP144
EXP145
EXP146
EXP147
EXP148
EXP149
EXP150

Monza
Peccioli
Perugia
Piacenza
Podenzana
Provincia di Chieti
Provincia di
Milano
Roma
Roma
Torino
Torino (Arquata)
Varese Ligure
Venezia
Iecava
Tukums
Ignalina
Kaunas
Oslo
Oslo

EXP151
EXP152
EXP153
EXP154

Oslo
Stavanger
Trondheim
Trondheim

Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway

EXP155

Trondheim

Norway

EXP156
EXP157
EXP158
EXP159
EXP160
EXP161
EXP162
EXP163
EXP164
EXP165
EXP166

Gdynia
Jelenia Gora
Kepice
Luban
Podhale
Przechlewo
S_ubice
Szczecinek
Kraków
Coimbra
Mortagua

Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Portugal
Portugal

Type
Green PT, PT Organisation, PT
Infrastructures
Green PT, PT Organisation
Waste to Energy; Renewable Heat
PT Organisation, Travel Optimisation
PT Organisation
Low Energy Street Lighting
Building RE Production
Sustainable Standard for building

Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Latvia
Latvia
Lithuania
Lithuania
Norway
Norway

Building RE Production
Green PT, PT Organisation,
Travel Optimisation, PT Organisation
Sustainable District Refurbishment
RE Plant: Wind; Building RE Production
PT Organisation, Green PT
Renewable Heat
Low Energy Street Lighting
Renewable Heat
Green PT
Building Insulation
PT Organisation; Urban Densification;
Green PT
Waste to Energy; Renewable Heat
Green PT; Travel Optimisation
Green PT; PT Infrastructures
RE Plant: Biomass, Solar; Renewable Heat,
Waste to Energy
Sustainable Building, Building RE
Production
PT Organisation
RE Plant: Biomass
RE Plant: Biomass
RE Plant: Biomass
Renewable Heat
RE Plant: Biomass
Building Energy Saving
Green PT; PT Organisation
Green PT; PT Organisation
Green PT; PT Organisation
RE Plant: Biomass
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COD
EXP167
EXP168
EXP169
EXP170
EXP171
EXP172
EXP173

Place
Ponte de Lima
Portinho da Costa
Vila Nova de Gaia
Vila Real
Brasov
Bucarest
Craiova

Country
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Romania
Romania
Romania

EXP174

Ploiesti

Romania

EXP175
EXP176
EXP177
EXP178

Suceava
Neslu_a
Jenice
Ljubljana

Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Slovenia

EXP179
EXP180
EXP181
EXP182

Zagorje
Barcellona
Bilbao
Burgos

Slovenia
Spain
Spain
Spain

EXP183

Spain

EXP184
EXP185
EXP186
EXP187
EXP188

Cerdanyola del
Vallès
Granada
La Ribera
Murcia
Ponferrada
San Sebastian

EXP189
EXP190

Tona
Tona

Spain
Spain

EXP191
EXP192
EXP193
EXP194
EXP195

Tortosa
Tudela
Tudela
Viladecans
Vitoria - Gasteiz

Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain

EXP196
EXP197
EXP198
EXP199
EXP200

Zaragoza
Falkenberg
Goteborg
Jämtland County
Katrinefors
Kraftvärme

Spain
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden

Type
Building Energy Saving
Renewable Heat; RE Plant: Hydro
Low Energy Street Lighting
Building Energy Saving
Low Energy Street Lighting
PT Organisation; Green PT
Green PT; Travel Optimisation; PT
Organisation
PT Infrastructures, Green PT, PT
Organisation
Green PT, PT Organisation
Building RE Production
Building Insulation, Building RE Production
Green PT, PT Organisation, Travel
Optimisation
Renewable Heat
Sustainable Standard for building
Waste to Energy
Green PT; PT Organisation; Travel
Optimisation
New Sustainable District

Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain

PT Organisation
Waste to Energy
Sustainable Buildings
Green PT; PT Infrastructures
Green PT; PT Organisation; Travel
Optimisation; PT Infrastructures
Building RE Production
Low Energy Street Lighting, Green
Elettricity Procurement
RE Plant: Wind
New Sustainable District
RE Plant: Wind, Solar
New Sustainable District
Green PT; PT Organisation; Travel
Optimisation; PT Infrastructures
Sustainable Standard for Building
Building RE Production, Re Plant: Wind
Travel Optimisation; PT Organisation
Building RE Production
RE Plant: Biomass
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COD

Country

Type

EXP201

Place
Kraftvärme
Kristianstad

Sweden

EXP202
EXP203
EXP204
EXP205
EXP206

Kunglav
Linköping
Linköping
Lund
Lund

Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden

EXP207
EXP208
EXP209

Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden

Sustainable Buildings, Building Insulation

Sweden

Waste to Energy

Sweden

New Sustainable District

EXP213

Malmö (Bo01)
Mölndal - RAM
Region Västra
Götaland
Region Västra
Götaland
Region Västra
Götaland
Stockholm
(Hammarby
Sjöstad)
Uppsala

Renewable Heat, RE Plant: Wind, Biogas,
Biomass
RE Plant: Solar, Biomass; Renewable Heat
Green PT
Waste to Energy
PT Organisation
RE Plant: Geothermal, Biomass; Renewable
Heat
New Sustainable District
Travel Optimisation
RE Plant: Biomass

Sweden

EXP214
EXP215

Vasteras
Vaxjo

Sweden
Sweden

EXP216
EXP217
EXP218
EXP219
EXP220
EXP221
EXP222

Vaxjo
Ginevra
Ginevra
Losanna
Losanna
Neuchâtel
Zurich

Sweden
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland

EXP223
EXP224
EXP225
EXP226
EXP227
EXP228
EXP229
EXP230

Almere
Almere
Delft
Delft
Groningen
Groningen
Heerlen
Province of
Drenthe
Tilburg

The Netherland
The Netherland
The Netherland
The Netherland
The Netherland
The Netherland
The Netherland
The Netherland

RE Plant: Wind, Hydro, Biomass; Building
RE Production
Waste to Energy
Sustainable buildings, Building RE
Production, Building Energy Saving
Waste to Energy
Renewable Heat
Travel Optimisation
PT Organisation
RE Plant: Solar
Urban Densification
PT Infrastructures, PT Organisation, Green
PT, Travel Optimisation
RE Plant: Biomass; Renewable Heat
Sustainable Buildings
PT Organisation
Sustainable District Refurbishment
PT Infrastructures, PT Organisation
Travel Optimisation
Renewable Heat
Green Elettricity Procurement

The Netherland

Waste to Energy

EXP210
EXP211
EXP212

EXP231
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COD
EXP232

Place
Zoetermeer (de
Boomgaard)
Zoetermeer
(Oosterheem)
Amsterdam
(Westerpark)
Apeldoorn
Apeldoorn
(Ecofactory)
Arnehem
(Immerloo)
Culemborg (Eva
Lanxmeer)
Eindhoven
Province of
Twente
Rotterdam

Country
The Netherland

Type
New Sustainable District

The Netherland

New Sustainable District

The Netherlands

New Sustainable District

The Netherlands
The Netherlands

Building RE Production
Sustainable Industrial Area, RE Plant: Wind

The Netherlands

Renewable Heat; Building Insulation

The Netherlands

New Sustainable District

The Netherlands
The Netherlands

Renewable Heat
Travel Optimisation

The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands

EXP244
EXP245

The Hague
Utrecht (Leijdsche
Rijn)
Armagh
Bath

PT Infrastructures; PT Organisation; Green
PT
Travel Optimisation
New Sustainable District

EXP246
EXP247
EXP248

Belfast
Bridgend
Brighton & Hove

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

EXP249

Bristol

United Kingdom

EXP250
EXP251
EXP252
EXP253

Bristol
Bristol
Cornwell
Dyfi Valley

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

EXP254
EXP255

Kirklees
Leeds

United Kingdom
United Kingdom

EXP256

Leicester

United Kingdom

EXP257
EXP258

London (BedZed)
London Borough
of Lambeth

United Kingdom
United Kingdom

EXP233
EXP234
EXP235
EXP236
EXP237
EXP238
EXP239
EXP240
EXP241
EXP242
EXP243

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
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RE Plant: Biogas
Green PT; Travel Optimisation; PT
Organisation
Building RE Production
PT Organisation
Travel Optimisation; Green PT; PT
Organisation
RE Plant: Solar, Biomass, Wind; Renewable
Heat
Sustainable Buildings, Building Insulation
Travel Optimisation; PT Organisation
Building Insulation, Building RE Production
RE Plant: Hydro, Wind, Solar, Biomass.
Building RE Production
Building Insulation, Building RE Production
Building RE Production, Building Energy
Saving
Sustainable Standard for Buildings, Energy
Efficiency in Buildings
New Sustainable District
Sustainable District Refurbishment

COD
EXP259

Country
United Kingdom

EXP260
EXP261

Place
London Borough
of Lewisham
Manchester
Marches

EXP262
EXP263
EXP264
EXP265

Milton Keynes
Newcastle
Northern Ireland
Norwich

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

EXP266
EXP267

Nottingham
Nottinghamshire

United Kingdom
United Kingdom

EXP268

Preston

United Kingdom

EXP269
EXP270
EXP271
EXP272
EXP273
EXP274
EXP275

Southhampton
Sustrans
Wales (Powys)
Watford
Winchester
Woking
Woking

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
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Type
Building Insulation; Building RE
Production; Renewable Heat
Renewable Heat
Building Energy Saving, Sustainable
Standard for Buildings
Sustaianble Buildings
Travel Optimisation
Building Insulation, Building RE Production
PT Organisation; Travel Optimisation;
Green PT
PT Organisation; Travel Optimisation
Building Energy Saving, Building RE
Production
PT Organisation; Travel Optimisation; PT
infrastructures
Renewable Heat
PT Infrastructures
Building RE Production
Building Insulation
Green PT; PT Organisation
Building Insulation; Building RE Production
RE Plant: Solar

